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Weights & Measures in Pennsylvania
By John Dillabaugh, Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards,
Weights and Measures Division

W

elcome to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the City of. Pennsylvania’s diversity has historically been its strength. With
the rich coal regions of the western and eastern part of
the state, the fertile soil found throughout the state and
the forests enveloping the Grand Canyon of
Pennsylvania, our state through the generations has
found itself in the forefront of industry and the formation of history.
Assuring equity in the marketplace today has been
assigned to the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards, Weights
and Measures Division. The Bureau’s staff of 31 fulltime
Weights and Measures Inspectors and Supervisors in
conjunction with the 39 Inspectors working in the 20
county and city weights and measures programs. These
inspectors inspected over 180,000 devices and systems
at approximately 17,000 establishments last year.
The Bureau’s origin goes back to a 1911 statute, which
created the Bureau of Standards within Internal Affairs.
The Bureau was originally charged with maintaining
uniform legal weights and measures to enforce these
standards on the local sealers of weights and measures,
who were already established by law. Pennsylvania ‘s
state involvement has expanded over the years.
Additional acts through the years, including the adoption of the National Bureau of Standards Handbook 44 in
1956, continued to keep the Bureau under the Bureau
of Internal Affairs. The Weights and Measures Act of 1965
further expanded the enforcement duties of the Bureau.
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Upon the termination of the Department of Internal
Affairs in 1968, the Bureau was transferred to the
Department of Justice. In 1973, it was transferred from
Justice to the Department of Agriculture, it’s current
home. In 1993, the Bureau of Weights and Measures was
consolidated with Amusement Ride Safety to become
currently Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards.
In addition to Weights and Measures and Amusement
Ride Safety, the Bureau is also responsible for the oversight of Consumer Fireworks and the Biofuel
Development program in the state.
In 1996, the Consolidated Weights and Measures law
was amended. One simple word change, from shall to
may, allowed the 67 counties in the state to turn over
their previously mandated duties to the state. Today,
only 18 counties retain their programs along with two
cities. The same act provided for the implementation of
a Certified Examiner of Weights and Measures program
for specific devices which included, Vehicle Scales, Small
Capacity Scales, Vehicle Mounted Liquid Petroleum Gas
Meters, Vehicle Mounted Fuel Oil Meters, Fuel
Dispensers and Compressed Natural Gas Meters.
As the environment in both business and the role of
government continues to evolve, the Bureau of Ride and
Measurement Standards is prepared to continue to work
towards continued consumer confidence in the equity of
Weights and Measures in Pennsylvania.
I wish your conference to be a successful exchange of
knowledge, which will undoubtedly provide for the
enhancement of weights and measures.

NTEP Conformity Assessment Program
By Don Onwiler, Executive Director, National Conference on Weights and Measures

S

ince the development of NTEP 25 years ago, an
underlying concern has existed. Will manufacturers continue to produce devices that meet the
national standards after they are awarded NTEP
Certification? This question has led to NCWM’s implementation of the Conformity Assessment Program. To
understand why this program exists, it helps to understand the events leading up to it.
The first “national standards” for weights and measures were adopted by NCWM in 1915. This was the predecessor of NIST Handbook 44 and marked the beginning of a successful system where regulators, industries
and consumers can work together for common interests — equity in the marketplace.
However, as years passed, failure rates on device
inspections remained high. Quality devices were available, but purchasers were unable to distinguish between
the good ones and the bad ones. They all looked the
same, some just cost less. Manufacturers found it difficult to maintain high standards when they were being
undercut in pricing.
By 1965, 17 jurisdictions had responded to this concern by implementing prototype testing. It was a means
of ensuring that the manufacturer was capable of meeting Handbook 44 requirements before scales entered
their jurisdictions for use in commerce. It was effective
but expensive for manufacturers. Some states had reciprocity with test reports, but in order to access the
national market, a manufacturer had to undergo multiple evaluations, 17 administrative processes, and 17 certifications. A more efficient system was needed.
In 1975, the National Bureau of Standards (now NIST)
began conducting evaluations and issuing test reports.
Many jurisdictions used the test reports to issue certification. Now there were fewer evaluations, but by this
time manufacturers had to undergo 19 administrative
processes of application, review of test reports and issuing of certification for various jurisdictions.
In 1984, NCWM adopted the model National Type
Evaluation Program (NTEP) Regulation and in 1985, the
National Bureau of Standards, which managed NTEP,
began issuing NTEP Certificates of Conformance. In
order to handle the workload, they authorized certain
state laboratories to conduct evaluations. Finally, a system was in place where one certification might provide

access to the entire U.S. market.
The creation of NTEP required a leap of faith. It would
fail without state recognition. Industry support was
effective in bringing change to state laws. Within 10
years, 37 states recognized NTEP. Today, 46 states recognize it along with territories and some other governments around the world.
At the time that NTEP was being formed, the U.S. was
entering into free trade agreements that obligated
NCWM to harmonize with international requirements
where practical. Emphasis was placed on OIML R 60 for
load cells and OIML R 76 for non-automatic weighing
instruments. These efforts led to a new Scales Code for
Handbook 44 that established a “Class” system for scales
and incorporated step tolerances. Of significance to this
article, influence factor requirements were also established.
The free trade agreements also led to Mutual
Recognition Agreements with Measurement Canada for
certain scales and meters and an OIML Mutual
Acceptance Arrangement for load cells. These agreements enable a single test report to be used by multiple
countries for issuing national certification.
Obviously much effort has gone into streamlining the
certification process for manufacturers. The one underlying concern for everyone has always been the possibility that NTEP is evaluating the “golden egg.” There
have been many anecdotal stories about the golden egg
and even a challenge or two to back it up. The problem
with issuing a challenge is that the losing party bears the
cost of evaluation. Few are willing to take that risk.
For 25 years, NTEP has pondered a method of conformity assessment of production devices. At stake here
are fair competition among manufacturers and dealers
and assurance for end users. We can add the integrity of
NTEP itself to the list. A certificate should instill confidence that production devices will conform to
Handbook 44.
Under certain circumstances a certificate may be
declared inactive or even withdrawn by NTEP. In 1999,
NIST advised NCWM that it could not legally take that
sort of action on a certificate because it would be considered a regulatory action by a non-regulatory agency.
NIST understood the importance having consequences
for certificate holders who are not meeting NTEP policy,
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so NIST recommended that NCWM take over NTEP
administration. That transition occurred in 2000 and
positioned NCWM to administer a true Conformity
Assessment Program for NTEP; not as a regulatory program, but rather as a means to protect the integrity of
NTEP and to protect those who rely on it.
In 2004, NCWM approved new Administrative Policy
for a Conformity Assessment Program. In the years since,
NCWM has worked out many of the details for enacting
the program. The result is a three-pronged approach to
Conformity Assessment, improving on two existing elements and creating a third.
The three elements to the program are Initial
Verification, Administrative Certificate Review and
Verified Conformity Assessment Program, or VCAP. The
first two, Initial Verification and Administrative
Certificate Review, were already occurring to a degree
but have been enhanced in policy. The third element,
VCAP, is new.

Initial Verification
This is the first official test and inspection of a new
device after being installed in commerce. By definition,
it has been occurring for as long as inspection programs
have existed.
The concept here is for the official to determine
through inspection and testing whether the device is
manufactured to meet Handbook 44 and matches the
parameters and technical information provided on the
NTEP certificate. To assist in this determination, NTEP
began including photographs and diagrams of evaluated designs on certificates several years ago. Still, an
inspector needs strong knowledge of NTEP to conduct
good initial verifications.
A working group developed several checklists for the
inspector to use during the initial verification. Each
checklist, pass or fail, would be submitted to NCWM to
enter into a database. Program administrators have not
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embraced this approach because it means more time
and paperwork for the inspector. It would also be
demanding of NCWM staff time.
We know a lot of data already exists. What we lack is a
formalized and effective process of reporting to a centralized database at NCWM. Two new options are under
consideration: 1) Create a user interface on the NCWM
website enabling authorized users to log in and enter
data into fields. This data would only be viewable by
NCWM. 2)
Have jurisdictions export data from their existing
database and submit it to NCWM electronically. There
are challenges in both of these options, but the end result
may be some combination of the two. NCWM will also
address the methodology for evaluating data and
addressing concerns with CC holders.
Administrative Certificate Review
Some certificates have not been amended for many
years, yet production practices may have changed. In
the new policy, the certificate holder would verify that
the information presented on the certificate continues
to represent the devices in production. The policy calls
for NTEP to establish a timetable to complete the
reviews.
That process has not been implemented. But as a
reminder, it has always been the responsibility of the
manufacturer to report changes of metrological significance to NTEP and to apply for amendments to certificates based on those changes. At some point in the
future, NTEP may choose to be more proactive in requiring Administrative Certificate Review. Meanwhile the
NTEP Administrator continues to respond to feedback
related to the accuracy of information on certificates
from certificate holders, inspectors, service agents, and
competitors.
Initial verification and certificate review are important, but neither can verify that production devices meet
Handbook 44 requirements for influence factors such as
effects of temperature and power supply. A field inspector, service agent or device owner has neither the expertise nor the means to verify these performance requirements. NCWM was urged by regulators and manufacturers alike to develop a formal solution, leading us to
the third element.
VCAP
Under VCAP, the manufacturer will demonstrate they
have a quality system in place and they are sampling and
testing production devices for compliance to influence
factors as part of that system. They will also demonstrate
that they follow the plan in the quality system to address
deficiencies in production quality. All of this is verified
through audit. In other words, VCAP is verifying things

through audit that the certificate holder should already
be doing.
The pilot for VCAP is already underway for load cells.
When this pilot program is complete, NCWM anticipates expansion of VCAP as originally intended to cover
other types of weighing devices subject to influence factor testing in NTEP.
Publication 14 Administrative Policy stipulates that
the audit will be performed by a Certification Body
accredited by ANSI_ASQ National Accreditation Board,
the U.S. accreditation body for management systems,
and that the certification body shall have international
auditors available.
It’s unreasonable to expect that manufacturers are
producing devices
that are 100% in
compliance with
Handbook 44. The
audit is to verify
that the manufacturer has a conformity assessment
system in place
and uses it effectively. For this reason, the checklists
are referred to as
“Systems Audit”
Figure 1. VCAP Timeline
checklists. There
are two checklists;
one for manufacturers and one for private label certificate holders. Both are available for download from the
NCWM website.
The checklist for manufacturers is more extensive
than the one for private label CC holders. This checklist
will verify that a quality system is in place, including
supporting documentation of procedures, work instructions, forms, drawings and visual aids. It will verify that
the manufacturer has appropriate testing facilities and
equipment to verify influence factor compliance. The
manufacturer’s sampling plan will be reviewed to ensure
that it is appropriate for the quantity being produced
and records demonstrate that sampling occurs in accordance with the plan. The auditor will review records of
testing and corrective actions to address non-compliant devices, and describe any corrective or preventive
measures that are necessary. Lastly, the auditor will provide NCWM with a clear statement on the findings.
The checklist for private label certificate holders is
much simpler since the certificate holder has no control over the manufacturing of the devices. First of all,
the certificate must be traceable to an active parent certificate. This is specified in NTEP Administrative Policy.
The auditor will also verify that the certificate holder

has records confirming the supplier is VCAP compliant.
Purchase and sales records of the certificate holder and
supplier will be reviewed to verify that the certificate
holder is not using any other suppliers. Finally the auditor will verify that a plan is in place to report non-compliant devices to the supplier and to address non-compliant inventories of the device. As with the other checklist, the auditor will describe any corrective or preventive
measures that are necessary and provide NCWM with
a clear statement on the findings.
NCWM relies on Certification Body auditors to
understand how to verify quality standards, so the finer
details of this are not a part of the NTEP Administrative
Policy or the VCAP checklists. This has worked out well
for the audits that
have already been
completed, but
NCWM is taking
additional steps to
clarify the intentions on the checklists. FAQ’s are posted on the NCWM
website. We are also
developing a supporting document
based on the FAQ’s
to guide the auditor
Process Manufacturer
through the process.
Since the private label holder is dependent on compliance by the parent certificate holder, there are separate timelines for each, as shown in Figure 1.
The cost of a VCAP audit will vary depending on the
auditor that is hired, the location of the test facility, and
whether issues are identified during the audit that
require further action. Some audits have already been
completed in the U.S., China and Israel. Costs reported
for those range from $5,000 to $8,000. The higher end
included international travel expenses.
Initially, audits will be completed every three years, so
the costs are recurring. However, some manufacturers
tell us that they anticipate subsequent audits may be
less expensive as auditors become more familiar with
the processes of their customers.
If a certificate holder fails to submit an audit report
before the established deadline indicating compliance
with VCAP, NCWM will declare the certificate of conformance as inactive. This means that no devices manufactured after that date are considered traceable to a
certificate of conformance.
If production devices simply do not conform to
Handbook 44, the certificate may
be withdrawn. Withdrawn status also means that no
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devices manufactured after that date are traceable to a
certificate of conformance. In addition, devices already
in service before that date will be subject to individual
state enforcement practices.
Since the formation of NTEP, there has been a call to
ensure that production devices really are traceable to
the certification. Does NTEP truly level the playing field
in manufacturing and does it have value for the end user
of the equipment? If not, NTEP is of little value.
Conformity Assessment seems to be the most reasonable approach to verify what certificate holders should
already be doing.
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Some still questioned whether VCAP is necessary.
NCWM held a special meeting in January 2010 in conjunction with the NCWM Interim meeting to air out concerns and answer questions. The meeting was well
attended by stakeholders and a summary will appear in
the NTEP Committee Report in NCWM Publication 16
this spring.
Many questions are answered in the FAQ’s posted on
the NCWM website. Please address any additional questions to Jim Truex, NTEP Administrator at
jim.truex@ncwm.net.

Scale Management Solutions —
Beyond the Basics
By Victor Parrish, Vice President of Sales, Creative Information Systems, Inc.

T

he earliest examples that we have of people
using scales to transact business are the early
Egyptians more than 5000 years ago. We would
be hard-pressed to find anyone in business today using
the same types of scales as our ancient forefathers; however, we will find countless businesses that are still using
the same method for recording and managing those
transactions today: Simple Written Records. With the
tremendous advancement of technology for the scale
industry one might wonder how this could be true .
Why It Is Not Embraced

In many ways, the technology that can be used to
record and process our weighed business transactions
has far outpaced the technological advances that affect
the actual scales used for these transactions. However,
many businesses are still stuck in the Stone Age when it
comes to scale management. Why is that? There are a
number of reasons:
1. Customers are unaware of the options that are
available to them. Many businesses are simply unaware
that there are many options available to them that would
help manage their weighing transactions in a way that
would save time, energy and money.
2. Customers are busy. That is one of the reasons that
they probably purchased a scale from you in the first
place. In many cases they simply do not have the time
necessary to research their available options that are
available to them.
3. Customers don’t know where to turn. In many
cases your customers may not be aware that they can
turn to you for help and advice on a solution that would
help them manage the transactions generated with a
scale that you sold them. You may not have staffing that

is trained on the software solutions that are available.
Software solutions may be outside your company’s core
business focus. You may be under the impression that
software solutions may represent more of a headache
than they are worth.
Effective Management of Information
Effective management of transactions
is critical to your
customer’s success.
Information collected is absolutely useless if it can’t be
used. Worse yet, useless information can
be detrimental to a
company’s success
because of the drain
on resources it takes
to deal with in an inefficient manner.
As scale manufacturers and scale dealers, there are a
number of ways in which you can provide this most
value added service to your customers without additional headache, risk, resources, time or aggravation. On
the contrary, providing this service to your customers
can improve customer loyalty, strengthen your customer
relationship, uncover additional hardware and service
opportunities, and directly impact your profitability.
Software sales have the potential to be one of the most
profitable aspects of your business.
Providing an effective scale management solution
requires a bit of investigative work. It involves an understanding of the customer’s business needs and the
unique challenges that they are faced with: level of operator skill that they may (or may not) have; the level of
technical infrastructure they may (or may not) have;
their physical environment; their geographic requirements; their products and/or services; their accounting
systems; and an adequate understanding of their future
growth plans. It also requires an understanding of the
available, ever-changing, hardware and software technologies that can be leveraged to meet their particular
needs. It is completely understandable why so many
scale manufacturers and scale dealers do not wish to
invest the time and resources required to offer complete
scale management solutions on their own.
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The Process

The process of supplying an effective scale management solution starts with education. The solution
provider needs to be educated as to what the customer’s
needs truly are. Sometimes this can be far more involved
than it sounds. In a perfect world customers would simply and concisely explain what their problem is and what
they would like to see as a solution. It never works that
way. Customers often don’t truly understand the problem and its totality.
In most cases what they express as a challenge or need
is really the symptom or affect of the deeper underlying
challenge. It requires experience, skill, and patience to
work with the customer and draw out the necessary
information to determine what the customer’s needs
truly are. This may involve on-site visits, needs analysis,
interviews with different personnel on the project,
demonstrations of their existing system (if any), demonstrations of proposed solutions, development of specifications and process flows, design reviews, etc.
This is beyond a doubt the most important part of the
process. Understanding the customer’s needs is
absolutely essential if an effective solution is going to be
implemented that will meet the customer’s expectations.
After the solution provider has been educated as to
what the customer’s needs are, the customer needs to
be educated as to how the proposed solution will meet
their needs. This involves a comprehensive demonstration of the proposed solution, as it will be implemented
for the customer. Opportunities that can be solved with
a simple off-the-shelf solution are few and far between.
Once the customer has accepted a proposed solution
we enter into the implementation-planning phase. This
may involve project management, responsibility assignment, hardware sourcing and delivery, infrastructure
enhancements, installation and training schedules, and
pre-installation interviews. An effective implementation
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plan is essential in maintaining good communication
and a satisfactory outcome.
Dwight D. Eisenhower said, “In preparing for battle
I’ve always found that plans are useless, but planning is
indispensable.” To some extent this also applies to
implementation. Good planning is critical, but let’s face
it, stuff happens. People get sick, hardware breaks, lightning strikes, and the unexpected should always be
expected. Flexibility and a willingness to adjust to changing conditions can make a stressful implementation a
customer satisfaction windfall. Implementation team
members need to understand that plans change and
adjustments need to be made on the fly. No one ever
won the hearts and minds of their customers by pointing
fingers and pointing out what they did wrong. Every
effort needs to be made to be part of the solution not
part of the problem.
On-Going Relationship
Follow-up. Follow-up. Follow-up. Did I mention follow-up? The sale today is not nearly as valuable as the
ongoing relationship and future business that results
from a happy, satisfied customer. This requires service
and attention before, during, and after implementation.
Most customers feel that vendors are just after their
money and will disappear before the ink on the check
dries. When we fail to follow up with a customer after
implementation and on a regular basis we are simply
proving that their fears may be real. Continued follow-up
with the customer ensures greater customer satisfaction, repeat business, customer loyalty, and additional
sales through referrals.
Creative Information Systems
Creative Information Systems is uniquely positioned
to partner with you in an effort to provide effective and
profitable scale management solutions to your customers. CIS has experienced long-standing success for
more than 25 years working directly with scale dealers.
This success is due to a number of factors.
It is what we do. At Creative Information Systems we
do not sell scales. We do not sell indicators. We do not
sell load cells. We do not offer replacement parts. We do
not provide scale services. At Creative Information
Systems we provide scale management solutions.
Your Customers,Your Business,Your Way
At Creative Information Systems we understand that
dealers may want to approach certain situations differently. We have programs that provide dealers opportunities to resell our solutions directly to their customers.
A dealer may decide to handle all interactions with the
customer directly. Other dealers may wish to simply register an opportunity with us and allow our personnel to

handle every aspect of the project including billing the
customer directly and paying the dealer a commission.
Most opportunities fall somewhere in between these two
extremes. Dealers have the option of handling every
opportunity in the manner that makes the most sense
for that particular circumstance.
Honesty and Integrity
We always make every possible effort to protect and support
the relationship you have with
your customer. We will never
take an opportunity directly to
your customer (unless you want
us to). We will never share proprietary information about you, your customers, or
opportunities with anyone without your approval.
Technology
CIS excels in using available technology on both the
hardware and software fronts to meet customer’s needs.
We utilize industry-standard software solutions such as
Crystal Reports, Microsoft SQL, Microsoft XP, Vista,
Windows 7, .Net, Microsoft Development Studio, Go to
Meeting, VNC, and Remote Desktop. CIS maintains
licensed partnerships with Microsoft, Intuit
(QuickBooks), Sage Software (Peachtree, MAS 90, etc),
and Leads-On-Line.
Our solutions involve state-of-the-art hardware
including touchscreen displays, barcode readers, RF ID

tag readers, electronic signature capture, fingerprint
capturing, driver’s license data capturing, credit card
capture and processing, document scanners, IP and analog video capturing, ruggedized keyboards, high contrast vacuum displays, NEMA 4 enclosures, unattended
hardware, loop detectors, photo beams, ruggedized
handheld remotes, mobile printers, ruggedized tablet
PCs, radiation detectors, moisture meters, PLCs, smartphones, etc. The long and short of it is, if there is technology out there that makes sense for solving the customer’s need, we will embrace it.
Today, industry leading scale manufacturers are turning to Creative Information Systems to help them implement scale management software solutions. Scale dealers can now expand their footprint and deliver complete
business solutions to their customers knowing they have
a partner alongside them.
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Conveyor Belt Scales and Solids
Impact Flow Meters
By Mike Murphy, Belt-Way Scales

A

ggregate, asphalt and mining companies
require real-time monitoring of material flow.
The most successful producers in these industries also collect and analyze historical production data
to better manage inventories and increase efficiency. Inmotion weighing devices are the source of this data. An
understanding of both differential and integrating
weighing is required to achieve accurate, reliable scale
data.
Conveyor Belt Scales are available at low cost, physical size is very small, and weighing capacity range
extends from 50 tph to 15,000 tph. Most aggregate plants
produce flow rates of 50 to 1,500 tph. Production in
mines may be 3,000 to 6,000 tph, while ship loading and
unloading conveyors range from 10,000 to 15,000 tph.

data.
An integral calculus summation process is used to
weigh material in motion. This is why controllers for belt
scales and weigh belt feeders are sometimes referred to
as integrators.
Integrating Weight on a Conveyor
Conveyor belt scales combine weight of material with
movement of the belt. To illustrate the weight function
we examine the effect of a single weight traveling over
the weighbridge (see Figure 1). Gravimetric force increases from 0%, passing over the idler preceding the scale,
to 100% when directly over the scale idler, then back to
0% after passing the idler after the scale. This triangular
waveform measures the force of each particle crossing
the scale.

Differential Weighing Devices
The types of differential weighing devices include
Truck Scales, Platform Scales, Grocery Store Scales,
Postal Scales and Batching Scales.
Differential weighing devices are the most common
scales used in industry, and the most simple. A truck
scale, for example, functions by registering the gravitational force of the platform, connecting hardware, truck
and payload, then subtracting the tare weight (everything but the payload) to record the weight of the product. This is why differential weighing is sometimes
described as “Weighing by Difference”.
Integrating Weighing Devices
The types of integrating weighing devices include
Conveyor Belt Scales and Solids Impact Flow Meters.
A conveyor belt scale uses sensors (usually load cells)
to measure the force of gravity on the belt, idler assembly, connecting hardware and material conveyed, then
subtracts the tare weight (everything but the material
conveyed). Speed, or movement of the belt, is most often
detected by an on/off digital pulse generator. This device
is mounted on a pulley or wheel that rotates as the belt
moves.
Solids impact flow meters sense the force of material
on an impact plate. Force is registered in the horizontal
plane only. As a conveyor belt scale integrates the force of
material times the speed, or movement of the belt, a
solids impact flow meter integrates the force of material
over time to produce flow rate and accumulated weight
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Figure 1. Gravimetric Force on weighing element.

Figure 2. Belt conveyor with material.

Weight integration is invoked with each pulse from
the speed sensor. Pulses are generated at approximately 1/8-inch increments of belt movement (see Figure 2).
At 300 feet per minute, the speed sensor issues approximately 500 pulses per second. Weight integration incorporates multiple load cell readings per pulse. This
equates to approximately 4,000 analog weight readings
per second.

mechanical factors are main sources of error. Material
buildup on the scale and even residual material on the
belt can also cause an error. These two factors are typically neutralized by the scales auto-zero function
through software adjustment of known zero parameters.
Optimum scale performance, for all applications,
requires attention to installation guidelines and a weighbridge design that minimizes mechanical inconsistency.

Formulas for the data typically displayed are as follows:

Conveyor Belt Scale Design Criteria
Conveyor belt scales typically use multiple load cells.
As with differential weighing devices, load cell mounting
hardware must be non-binding. Figure 4 illustrates load
cell assemblies hanging freely from a scale frame at
points marked by arrows.

Total Weight = Weight per Sample x Distance
Rate = Change of Total Weight
Time
Belt Speed = Distance
Time
The angle of elevation of the conveyor affects the force
detected by load sensors. Gravimetric force sensed by
the scale is equal to the actual weight times the cosine of
the angle. A conveyor that is not elevated then is at zero
degrees with a cosine of 1 (see figure 3).
Most conveyor belt scale manufacturers offer peripheral devices that modify weight readings to compensate
for changes in the angle of elevation of the conveyor.
Angle compensation is a crucial component of accurate
weighing for stacking conveyors and portable crushing
and screening equipment.

Figure 3. Belt conveyor scale on incline.

Mechanical Factors
Load cells, pulse generators and other scale components are connected to a microprocessor which displays
the flow rate and accumulated weight of material. These
components produce an extremely small margin of
error.
Vibration, torque on the conveyor frame, and other

Figure 4. Load cells suspended from frame.

Conveyor Design Criteria
Accurate weighing on a conveyor requires that the
empty belt rests uniformly across the conveyor idler
rollers. Mechanical consistency of the weighbridge is
required to obtain optimum scale performance. Sources
for industry standard guidelines are many — perhaps
the most comprehensive of which is the NIST Handbook
44, detailing legal for trade requirements. These guidelines may be found on the NIST website:
http://ts.nist.gov/WeightsAndMeasures/Publications/u
pload/2.pdf
Solids Impact Flow Meter Design Criteria
Solids impact flow meters measure granular or powdered material. The force of impact on the plate is integrated over time to calculate accumulated weight and
flow rate (see figure 5).
Differential weighing devices use multiple load cells.
Truck scales, for example, rely on load cells mounted
independently to measure inconsistent gravimetric force
across the surface of the weigh platform.
The same principle applies to integrating weighing
devices. Impact plate mounting hardware must allow
each of the two load cells to respond independently to
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stored in files by date, shift or other interval. A simple
line graph illustrating accumulated weight over time is
shown on figure 8.

Figure 5. Solids impact
flow meter.

Figure 6. Impact plate suspended
from frame.

force of impact, requiring some tolerance between the
impact plate and load cell mounting hardware.
Figure 6 illustrates a solids impact flow meter impact
plate mounted to non-binding load cell mounting hardware. Studs on the impact plate rest in oversized holes on
the mounting bracket allowing an independent
response from each load cell.
Solids impact flow meters must be installed stationary and plumb and isolated from vibration. Vertical
forces, in this design, are negated. Only horizontal forces
are measured. Material build-up on the impact plate
does not affect the weight reading (cosine of 90 degrees
= zero). However, in the event that the weigh element
housing changes angle during operation, margin of error
may vary by up to 5% per degree.
Networking / Data Collection Options
Monitoring and collection of production data may be
accomplished on-site or via the Internet. A sample of
real-time monitoring of accumulated weight (in tons)
and flow rate (in tph) is shown on figure 7.

Figure 7. Real-time monitoring of accumulated
weight and flow rate

.

A production data log for each conveyor may be
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Figure 8. Accumulated weight over time graph.

The flow rate of material (tph) over time (figure 9)
shows production trends at a glance.

Figure 9. Flow rate of material trends.

The format and content of production reports vary
by industry. Crucial management decisions are based
on reports which, at their foundation, rely on accurate
source data from in-motion weighing devices.

In-Motion Checkweighing
By Scott Gibson, Operations Manager, AP Dataweigh Inc.

T

his industry is currently being driven by three
influences for in-motion scales: mandates by
stores and retailers, the needs for yield control,
and increased quality assurance.
Mandates by Stores/Retailers
Retailers are requiring manufacturers, packagers and
shippers to guarantee minimum weights per package.
Retailers are spot checking packages, and if errors are
found, they will return the whole truckload or shipment
back to the originator. The cost of reworking the product
by the manufacturer cuts deep into profit. Normally, the
cost of an in-motion scale on the packaging line can be
paid for by just one shipment being returned or, in the
event that the load is perishable, lost in its entirety.
Yield Control
By giving feedback to the packager, processing and
filling equipment, a scale can cut down on the “give
away” product, thus increasing yield. Once a customer
sees the feedback and savings on one line, his outlook on
scales changes, and they will find other areas of production to implement additional scales to increase yields
and profitability.
Quality Assurance
From fill applications, carton packaging, and kitting of
components, the sale assures all components are packaged and the volume or piece count is correct by verifying package weight.
Markets Served
Produce Market
From bagged to boxed, tray pack to clamshell, all
areas of the fruit and vegetable market have seen the
packaging operation change. In the past, packers were
not concerned with over packaging and if several were
underweight, it was not worth getting too excited over.
The market has changed. The “Big Box Stores” now
mandate minimal weight be met or trucks are being
refused. Packagers are now inspecting 100% of their
product. This has increased profit by not having to
repackage or spoil. The “bonus” to 100% package inspection is they are maintaining minimal weight and eliminating the over packaging.
One example: in the past, a 5-lb. bag of potatoes was

packaged from 5.25 lbs. to 5.90 lbs. The retailer only
requires that the bag is 5.0 lbs. Packagers can now produce bags from 5.10 to 5.30 lbs., saving 0.50 lbs. per bag
in give away. The packager now makes six bags with
these standards versus five bags with the old system.
This is an instant increase in production by 20% with
minimal cost.
Wholesale Distribution and Contract Packages
This is normally a “kitting operation”. The distributor
packs a variety of consumables and ships to the retailer
or consumer. In this application, we are verifying that
all contents are packaged and all components are
installed. This market has changed drastically over the
last 10 years. With consumers purchasing online, the distributor or contract packagers will predetermine the
weight of each component and pull from a database to
ensure all items are packaged for shipping.
Publishing
Publishing warehouses will kit the books, pamphlets
and cards to be mailed out to the consumer. In-motion
scales will ensure that each part of the kit is in the packet and also generate weight manifests for postal rates.
Liquid Bottle Fill Applications
This application ranges from ounces to 5 gallons.
Once again, the main purpose is to check each container for proper fill. The extra advantage is to provide feedback to the filler to adjust flow rates thus increasing yield
and consistency.
Pharmaceutical
The pharmaceutical market is normally a high-speed
application with tight tolerances. Speeds range up to 250
ppm and are checked within 0.1g. While inspecting blister packs and bulk packages, we can ensure each pill,
capsule, bottle or vial is present.
Food Industry
This sector includes prepared foods (ready to eat),
meat, poultry, fish, bakery, snack foods and beverages. In
this market, the use of in-motion scales covers all applications from individual piece inspections, tray packs,
portion sizing, box packaging, to bulk packaging. As an
example of how scales play multiple roles in the food
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industry, let’s look at a chicken sandwich from your
favorite local fast food eatery.
After execution, whole birds are sorted by weight. The
bird then goes to cut up where each piece is sorted by
size. Once the breast meat is de-boned, it is once again
sorted by weight. The de-boned breast is then trimmed
by size and thickness to meet standards set by the franchise. Again, it is weighed to ensure proper weight. The
product is then battered, partially fried, and finally
frozen. Once frozen, the product is bagged, and the bag
weight is verified. Bags are then case packed and sealed.
The final weight check is done to ensure proper case
weight.
All these steps are performed to ensure that final cook
times are consistent at your local favorite fast food eatery
so that you will not receive an under cooked or over
cooked chicken sandwich.
Injection Molding
Injection molding is a very critical consistent manufacturing process. The processor wants to ensure that
the quality of each part produced meets minimum standards while controlling the cost of raw materials. Some

turers and dealers has changed since the Internet, e-mail
and search engines. With the economy in manufacturing
being uncertain, plants are putting more pressure on
plant managers and plant engineers to cut costs and
improve profits without increasing staff. The one-onone time between a sales representative and plant personnel is still very vital to our industry but harder to
come by with the workload being placed on plant personnel’s shoulders. The project managers at the plant
rely more and more on doing research on the web. The
challenge now becomes, how do we ensure that the project managers find our products?
How We Advertise
Magazines are probably the hardest hit in our sector
with e-magazines now replacing print. This type of
advertising is broken down by generation gaps. Those of
us who grew up in the print age still rely on getting information from industry specific, engineering and manufacturing magazines. The middle generation has evolved
with the digital age, but they still use print to gain knowledge on products as well as digital media. The new generation uses digital media exclusively by means of computer, PDA and smart phones.
Company Website
This is now your new face. This is how you are being
perceived by the world. Customers are relying on websites to gain information about you and your products.
They search your products to qualify if you can handle
their product and needs prior to filling out the online
Request for Information forms or calling. The website
pre-approves you for further considerations before you
even know about a project.

raw material prices, in the plastic industry, are driven by
crude oil prices. Manufacturers want to keep the amount
of raw materials used per part to a minimum and recall
scrap and out-of-tolerance products. If a plant that produces bottles at 200 bpm per open line reduces raw
material used by just 1%, that adds up to 960 bottles per
shift per line. That equates to 4,800 bottles for one shift
per week; 249,600 bottles for one shift per line over the
course of a year. This is where the manufacturers see the
advantages and become more profitable.
Market has Changed
In years past, the industry has relied upon its sales
force, magazines, trade shows and technical bulletins to
keep is customers up-to-speed with their products.
The way the customer interacts with scale manufac-
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Website Banners
Advertising on search engines, forums, blogs and emagazines are replacing print ads. Information is just a
click away.
Ad Words
Marketing via Ad Words is a doctoral study in regional vocabularies. The key words you use to describe your
product are important to ensure the customer finds you
and your product. Regional, industrial and cultural differences in terminology decide if your words chosen will
be winners of the search. We actually get phone calls
from people wanting “in-motion things”. That call was
received last Friday at 4pm. People don’t always know
what they are called, but as long as your website pops
up at the top of the search result list, they call you.
Flyers
This is still a cost effective way to get your name recog-

nition up. The customer might not need your product
for several years, but when he does, your name will be
remembered because you kept the customer up to date
with new equipment, press releases and up coming
events.
Shows
Trade shows are still a vital way to get your product
to the end user, show off new equipment, upgrades, new
technology and expand the customer network. Trade
shows have evolved over the years with respect to who
attends. In the past, large companies would send several personnel from each plant with more of a social networking feel at the events. Now, companies are cutting
back on spending and sending specific titles to these
events, i.e. specific engineers and project managers from
the corporate level. These are the key people and the
decision-makers. You now have the best opportunity to
showcase your product.
A Different Market
The “Big Box Stores” are now mandating minimal
weight or trucks are being turned around. Packagers are
now inspecting 100% of their product. Our customers
span ages, regions, and industries, so we must market
to each of them. A farmer working for 50 years in the
potato industry is not going to try to find us the same
way that a new plant engineer for an electronics firm
will. One will open the paper while the other will look at
his phone. We must market to both, because each will
be weighing something.
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TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS
National Industrial Scale Association
2010 Fall Meeting and Technical Conference
Crowne-Plaza Hotel
Seattle, Washington

Dean Smith (l) receives an Appreciation
Award for his service as a NISA Director.
Incoming NISA President, John Fowler (l), presents an
Appreciation Award to Jay Visco for his service as
President of NISA.

Some of the attendees of the 2010 Fall Technical Conference.
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AREMA Committee 34 – Scales Update
By David Gogolin, (Norfolk & Southern), Chairman AREMA Committee 34—Scales

I

n consideration to those new to the NISA conference, AREMA is the American Railway Engineering
and Maintenance-of-Way Association. AREMA has
many committees devoted to making railway engineering standards for North American railways. Committee
34 is one of committees devoted to making standards
for commercial scales utilized in railway operations.
The publication that contains these standards is the
ARR (Association for American Railroads) Scale
Handbook which is available at the www.aarpublications.com website. NISA and Committee 34 have a long
standing mutual relationship and both strive to provide
integrity and technological information to the weighing
community.
I am the current chairman of Committee 34 and I will
direct attention and thanks to Steve Beitzel who is the
past chairman. John Holleman is our newly elected Vice
Chairman and Byron School is our Secretary.
The changes made to the 2011 edition of the AAR
Scale Handbook include:
Section 2.22.6 Approach Aprons, formerly captioned
as Approach Walls
• The initial charge was to outline requirements for
the length of approach walls required for UncoupledIn-Motion scales (UCIM). The outlined requirements
are now 25 feet for full draft UCIM scales and 50 feet
for multi-draft UCIM scales.
• Provisions for steel approach apron designs are now
addressed.
• Soil bearing capacity criteria for the approach is now
discretely defined to be the same as that of the scale
foundation.
Five definitions were edited: SCALE CAPACITY; NOMINAL CAPACITY; IDLER OR IDLER ROLLERS (as pertains
to belt scales); HERMETIC SEAL; SIMULATED LOAD
TEST (as pertains to belt scales).
In the Definitions appendix, several definitions have
been removed that are no longer referred to in the
Handbook.
Some of our ongoing assignments include:
Section 2.25.6 Automatic Weight Indicators and record-

ing Devices
• There are many items in this section that are no
longer pertinent in today’s manufacturing world and
will be eliminated.
• Previously unaddressed types of indicating and
recording elements will be addressed.
• These changes are projected to be made in the 2012
edition of the AAR Scale Handbook.
Innovations and Research is an ongoing sub-committee. Items of interest in this sub-committee include a
couple of in-motion weighing applications. One is
involving the use of force transducer technology built
into concrete ties. The latter is currently used for commercial purposes in European countries and they are
now seeking acceptance in the United States. In regard to
railway interests, railways are active in monitoring rail
car weights for safe transit. So, new technologies that
can accurately determine car weights in the line of production are of interest.
There are several proposed changes that are, or will be
soon, presented to the National Conference of Weights &
Measures (NCWM). The objective is to have the respective changes made to NIST Handbook-44. These items
include:
Definition change of Reference Weight Car
Definition change of Single Draft Scale
Modification of Interim Test requirements
Modification of Scale Capacity specifications
Modification of Belt Scale Material Test requirements
Steve Beitzel was the Featured Chairman in the
AREMA News section of the RT&S magazine (Railway
Track & Structures), May 2010 edition.
The AAR Circular OT-17-G has been recently revised.
This publication pertains to recommended practices for
designing, inspecting, testing, and repairing scales used
for the assessment of railroad freight charges.
Now, I will turn the attention to Byron School, of
USDA/GIPSA, to provide an update on a new scale test
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unit recently negotiated and built.
GIPSA’s renewed agreement with the AAR
According to Byron School of USDA/GIPSA, a new
scale test unit was recently negotiated and built.
FGIS took over the responsibilities for testing railroad
master scales from the National Bureau of Standards in
1980. Along with that responsibility FGIS received the
Master Scale Depot in Chicago and two test cars which
will both be 50 years old in early 2011. These two test
cars are used primarily to test railroad master scales
which are used to calibrate railroad owned and state
owned test weight cars. Railroad interchange rules do
not allow cars older than 50 years to be interchanged.

Therefore, GIPSA contracted to replace the
FGWX200000 test car by mid 2010 and to replace the
FGWX100000 test car by mid 2011. The first replacement
test car was completed near the end of June 2010 and
has been assigned the number FGWX600000 (left).
GIPSA has funded the procurement of both test cars and
the Association of American Railroads (AAR) donated
one used box car to assist in this regard.
The AAR has also increased GIPSA annual funding in
a recently completed ten-year agreement to continue
the Master Scale Calibration Program. GIPSA owns and
operates three other test cars, which are primarily used
to test track scales both owned by grain companies and
other commercial entities.

New Replacement Test Car
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Various Types of Tension Load Cells and
a Good Tension Link Load Cell Design
By Gary Yong Gui, Anyload Transducer Co. Ltd

T

his presentation introduces various types of
tension load cells commonly available in the
market and compares their advantages and disadvantages. The tension link load cell is considered as
the preferred type.
We will tackle some of the drawbacks of a tension link
cell, and show how a modified design with the help of
finite element analysis is used to develop a better performance cell. Extensive tests have been carried out to
verify the theoretical results. Both the finite element
analysis and the physical test results show that the modified tension link design is not only capable of producing
improved accuracy, increased safety factor, reduced self
weight to full capacity load ratio, but is also flexible to
allow for compression applications.
What is a good tension load cell?
The characteristics of a good tension load cell
includes a high sensitivity of 3mV/V or above, a small
overall height, and more than 400% load safety factor.
For the legal for trade market, it can achieve at least
OIML C3 Y=5000 and NTEP multiple cell class IIIL
1:10000 or single cell class III 1:5000. It is easy to install
and service, and can be used for both tension and compression applications.
Commonly Available Tension Load Cells
S-Type
This is the most popular design of the tension load
cells for capacities of less than 5-ton. The S-Type has a
high sensitivity of 3mV/V. Other advantages include high
accuracy, ease of use in both tension and compression
and low cost because of its simplicity and ease of
machining.

The disadvantage of the S-Type is that it is more
expensive for capacities of 10-ton and above, since it
becomes physically too big and heavy, although some
manufacturers make 20-ton S-Type load cells. A standard 10-ton S-Type load cell weighs 15 pounds (7kg).
The S-Type is also less accommodating due to the
stress concentrated at the two notches, which can stand
very little bending or torsion force. Consequently, these
cells become dangerous for crane scale or similar applications, especially for capacities exceeding 10 tons. A
third disadvantage is that the S-Type load cell has only a
300% safety overload.
Pancake Load Cell
One advantage of the pancake load cell is its low profile. It also can achieve high sensitivity and is good for
compression and be used for tension applications.
The disadvantage of the pancake load cell is its relatively high cost due to complicated machining and strain

Figure 2. Pancake load cell

gage bonding processes. It also has a complicated
assembly for tension-load applications and is not practical for tension in capacities over 30 tons.
Load Pin
This design is only good for safety measurement or

Figure 1. S-Type load cells

Figure 3. Load pin
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control due to its low accuracy. It can normally achieve
only up to 0.5% accuracy.
Other Tension Load Cells
Other types of tension load cells include canister, button cells and link.

Other major areas of improvement include accuracy,
sensitivity 3mV/V, 400% ultimate load, capacity-to-selfweight ratio, and overall height and mounting hole distance.
Finite element analysis is used as the engineering tool
to optimize the tension link design, and the result is further reinforced with actual tests.
Tension Link Design with Three Through Holes

Figure 5. A tension link design with three through holes.

Figure 4. Other tension load cells

Shortcomings of Tension Link Load Cells and Quest for
Improvement
The shortcomings of the tension link load cells in the
marketplace include:
• Low accuracy (lower than 0.05%FS)
• Overall length too long
• Capacity-to-weight ratio is too low
• Most mounting holes not compatible with
standard shackles
The quest for a good tension link load cell:
• Easy to install
• Light weight with a high capacity-to-weight
ratio
• Hight accuracy and sensitivity
• High capacity possible
• High safety factor
• Small overall height
A Good Tension Load Cell
Flexible to use standard hardware
Ideally, a good tension link load cell can be fitted with
standard hardware such as shackles that are readily
available in the marketplace. These standard shackles
are used to determine the mounting holes’ size of the
tension link cells.
The tension link dimensions needs to fit standard
shackles. Taking a 10-ton cell, for example, the mounting
hole diameter is fixed at 37mm, and the width is 34mm,
such that it can fit a standard 12-ton shackle, which has
a pin diameter of 35.1mm and opening of 51.5mm
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Finite Element Analysis (Example 1)
Strain Y (longitudinal) component is between
0.000825_0.000887 (tension) with a total width of
4.16mm. Strain X (thickness direction) component is
between -0.000184_-0.000133 (compression).
Results from Example 1
The results from the analysis shows the sum of tension strain and compression strain between
0.000958_0.001071, and the compression strain is relatively too small compared with the tension strain. It is
smaller than 1:4. Also, the strain gage bonding area is
not big enough. To improve that, the compression strain
has to be enlarged and the stress at strain gage area also
has to be changed. As a result of the changes, the stress
pattern is totally changed.
Improved Design,Tension Link with Slots on Both Sides

Figure 6. Improved design, a tension link with
slots on both sides.

Finite Element Model, Example 2
Strain Y component is between 0.00155_0.00236 (tension) with a total width of 4.1mm. Strain X component is
between -0.00052_0.00028 (compression).

Figure 7. The finite element model with a through hole.

Results from Example 2
The sum of tension strain and compression strain is
between 0.00183_0.00288, the rate between compression and tension strain is 1:3. It is determined that the
best position for the strain gage is not at the middle.
Tension Link with Slots and a Blind Hole for Bonding
Strain Gage

Figure 9. Tension link test results.

Analysis of the test results
From the test data, repeatability is 0.02021%FS, which
is too large for the C3 error envelope. Further improvement is required. There is uncertainty at the load contact
point within the mounting hole of the cell with the pin
going through it. It changes as the pin deflects when the
cell is under load. Ideally, the contact point should stay
the same under different loads and the contact surface is
better as a point contact in order to give good repeatability.
Improved Tension Link Design Based on Analysis and
Tests
A revised design
The revised design has a hump inside the mounting
holes (see Figure 10).

Figure 8. The finite element model with a blind hole.

Finite Element Analysis
Strain Y (longitudinal) component is between
0.00155_0.00170 (tension strain). Strain Z (lateral) component is between -0.00123_-0.00112 (compression
strain).
Results from Finite Element Analysis
The sum of tension strain and compression strain is
0.00267_0.00293. With the combination of tension strain
and compression strain, we can get 3mV/V output. The
ratio between compression strain and tension is 1:1.26,
which is close to ideal
Tests Based on the Finite Element Analysis
An improved design tension link is made and tested
by a 10-ton dead weight test machine. The results are
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10. The revised model has a hump inside the mounting holes.

Finite element analysis
See Figure 11

Figure 11. Finite element analysis
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Stress analysis
See Figure 12

Overload Test
The overload tests of a 10ton tension link cell were
done on a 200-ton hydro test
machine (Figure 14). The
overload test achieved the
ultimate target of 400%.
Dead Weigh Test
The test results show that
dead weight is within the C3
error envelope (no temperature effect), and is almost
ideal. Further improvement
is required for temperature Figure 14. 200-ton (2000KN)
Hydro Test Machine
effect on sensitivity to
achieve OIML C3 Y=7500, and NTEP single cell, class III
1:5000 or multiple cell, class IIIL 1:10000. It is scheduled
to be done in 2011.

Figure 12. Stress distribution of the linear static
analysis under the rated load

Results of Structural Strength Analysis
The results of structural strength analysis shows that
the minimum margin of safety is 4.7858 times the rated
load.
Figure 15. Dead weigh test results of the 110BH-10t.

A Good 10-ton Tension Link
The final version of a good 10-ton tension link has
hole distances of 120mm(4.7”) and overall height of
183mm(7.2”). It has a sensitivity of 3mV/V with over
400% ultimate load. Test results show that it’s possible to
meet OIML C3 1:5000 and NTEP multiple cell class IIIL
1:10000 or single cell class III 1:5000.
Designed for easy installation and replacement, it
works well on a 12-ton shackle. Capacity-to-self-weight
ratio is good (10-ton is 2.5-ton/pound, and it also can
be used for compression load.
Comparison of Other Tension Cells in the market
The table in Figure 16 compares the Model 110BH10t with other tension load cells in the marketplace.

Lifetime of Tension Link-Infinite
The lifetime of this tension link is infinite because the
maximum stress is below 800Mpa.
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A Tension Link Family
Based on the 10-ton tension link design, capacity
ranges include 1-, 10-, 20-, 75-, and 100-ton models. The
self weight of some models are:
• 10-ton: 4 lbs. (1.8kg)
• 20-ton: 11 lbs. (5kg)

110BHM2 Weigh Module
The 110BHM module swings 25 degrees both ways
back and forth; 10 degrees both ways side way. It is flexible for different weighing applications such as truck
scales, easy to install and service.
Figure 16. The Model 110BH-10t compared with
other tension load cells.

• 75-ton: 70 lbs. (32kg)
• 100-ton: 110 lbs. (50kg)
Tension Links Used in Compression Applications
The company also offers two compression weigh
modules: the 110BHM1 and 110BHM2.
110BHM1 Weigh Module
The 110BHM1 module swings 25 degrees both ways
back and forth; 10 degrees both ways side way. It is flexible for different weighing applications such as tank and
silo weighing, overturn stop.

Figure 18. Model 110BHM2 weigh module

Figure 17. Model 110BHM1 weigh module
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NIST WMD Update
By John Barton, Weights and Measures Coordinator of NIST

NIST Reorganization:
he National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) is being called on to address
high-visibility technical issues such as the U.S.
Electricity Smart Grid, Health IT, advanced manufacturing, and stronger cyber security. It is an important
element for NIST’s mission to help accelerate innovation and economic growth at a time when the U.S.
urgently needs to create high-wage jobs.
NIST’s last major reorganization occurred 20 years
ago and since then our responsibilities and our programs have changed substantially. The operational entities within NIST have also evolved and more than doubled in number during that time. These organizational
units (OUs) have increased from seven to 18 (including
all laboratory units, extramural programs, administrative units, and the director’s office). This extended organizational profile of our agency makes it difficult to
achieve larger goals that extend across organizational
lines. This type of structure also puts too much centralized responsibility in the Director’s office for day-to-day
operational management.
The goal of this reorganization is to make NIST both
more effective by moving more operational decisions
down to program experts who are intimately involved
with the individual programs. This restructuring will not
include any reduction in staff.
The complete reorganization proposal was first submitted to the Department of Commerce and the Office of
Management and Budget for review. Relevant committees in Congress were also consulted. An announcement
was made on July 22, 2010 that the proposal to realign
NIST’s laboratory structure was approved by Congress.
The new laboratory structure will include the current
two facility organizational units—the Center for
Nanoscale Science and Technology and the NIST Center
for Neutron Research and will combine the remaining 8
laboratory OUs into four new units.
• Material Measurement Laboratory
• Physical Measurement Laboratory
• Engineering Laboratory
• Information Technology Laboratory

T

NIST Weights and Measures Division (WMD) will be
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placed within the Physical Measurement Laboratory
currently under the direction of Katharine Gebbie. The
first phase of this effort is a change in the organization of
the Director’s Office and senior executive management
for NIST. This part of the realignment replaces the previous deputy director position with three Associate
Director positions.
The Associate Director for Laboratory Programs will
oversee the NIST technical laboratory programs and
functions and will serve as the principal deputy if the
director is unavailable.
The Associate Director for Innovation and Industry
Services will coordinate externally focused programs:
• The Technology Innovation Program;
• Manufacturing Extension Partnership and;
• Baldrige National Quality Program.
The Associate Director for Management Resources
will direct all support services and business operations at
NIST.
Vacancy announcements for these three positions
have been posted and a national search for candidates
will be conducted over the next several months.
NIST WMD Budget
The 2011 fiscal year’s budget has not been established
as we are expecting to operate under a continuing resolution. WMD will set spending levels based on last year’s
budget. The Weights and Measures Division will remain
solvent by maintaining a hold on future costs of operating and by careful planning and judicious spending.
NIST WMD Staffing Changes
Position held by Dick Suiter (retired) has been unfilled
since February 2008. Vacancy had been posted and was
officially closed on June 23, 2010. Following an unsuccessful attempt to secure a pool of acceptable candidates, the position has now been re-posted and the
application and interview process will soon follow.
U.S. National Work Group (USNWG) on Belt-Conveyor
Scales (BCS)
The USNWG on BCS was the source of several significant amendments to the 2009 NIST Handbook 44 BeltConveyor Scale Code. Included were changes that clar-

ified the actions taken as a result of zero tests and material tests. These changes were incorporated in the HB44
BCS Code and were largely received as beneficial to
operators, service and regulatory personnel.
The USNWG is currently working to establish
requirements within HB44 Belt-Conveyor Scales Code
that apply to the definition of an acceptable zero condition for belt-conveyor scale systems and for the consistency/uniformity of the belt in use in these systems.
An Examination Procedure Outline (EPO) has been
developed and is now ready for use by anyone performing evaluations on these devices. A copy of the newly
updated EPO can be obtained by contacting John Barton
— NIST WMD, or by going to the WMD website at
www.nist.gov/owm.
The previous three meetings of the USNWG on BCS
along with the National Type Evaluation Technical
Committee (NTETC) Belt-Conveyor Sector meetings
have been held in conjunction with the National
Weighing and Sampling Association (NW&SA) conference each February in Saint Louis. It is anticipated that
the 2011 meeting will follow the same venue. For more
information on the upcoming meeting, go to the
NW&SA website at http://www.nwsassn.org/ or contact
John Barton (NIST).
Seafood Forum/Discussion
A presentation by the National Fisheries Institute was
given during the NCWM Interim meeting in January
2009 which addressed the growing problem of economic fraud in the seafood industry.
On May 28, 2009, a forum was held at NIST in
Gaithersburg, Maryland to discuss the problem and possible solutions for short net weight fraud occurring in
the seafood industry. The types of fraud identified
include trans-shipping to avoid customs duties, species
substitution, over treating to increase water content,
adding excessive ice to increase weight and short weighing. In addition discussions included ways to increase
collaboration between federal agencies.
The meeting was attended by 30 participants representing a number of Federal Agencies including Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA). Also attending the forum were several state weights and measures officials, trade association representatives, and representatives from the
seafood industry
A direct outcome of this forum was a training program provided to state weights and measures officials
by NIST WMD. The states were expected to use the training to conduct inspections involving packaged seafood
products. Results of these inspections were to be provided to Judy Cardin, Chief of Weights and Measures in

Wisconsin and the coordinator of the investigation.
NIST WMD has received a number of inquiries from
industry regarding proper testing methods of packaged
seafood products indicating a desire for better understanding of acceptable practices.
A follow-up Seafood Forum was held on Sunday July
11, 2010 with 40 industry and regulatory officials in
attendance including representatives of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the
National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS) Seafood
Inspection Program (SIP) and the National Fisheries
Institute. The forum was mainly directed at problems
found in the practice of packaging glazed seafood products.
David Sefcik, NIST WMD, informed the group that
although the primary focus of the investigation was
related to ice glaze, many variables in a complete packaging system contribute to short net weight including
packer controls, weighing accuracy, tare and product
distribution. Each of these variables should be examined.
Please direct comments and questions regarding the
seafood forums to:
David Sefcik
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Weights and Measures Division
Laws and Metric Group
Stop 2600
Gaithersburg, Maryland USA 20899-2600
301 975 4868
dsefcik@nist.gov

NIST Handbook 44 Updates
General Code — no changes
Scales Code
Specification and Tolerance committee (S&T) item 320-2
S.2.1.1. General (Zero) and Appendix D Definitions
for Automatic Zero Setting Mechanism and Automatic
Zero-Tracking Mechanism
Many scales are equipped with an automatic zerosetting mechanism (AZSM) feature that is typically disabled for the U.S. marketplace; however, some devices
have been entering the U.S. market with this feature
enabled. This feature is not addressed or defined in HB
44, and is not listed on NTEP CCs. Additionally, HB 44
does not clearly state that this function is not allowed.
While AZSM is permitted under OIML R76
(International Recommendations for Nonautomatic
Weighing Instruments), its operation is allowed only
when the indicated values are below zero. Some devices
submitted through the National Type Evaluation
Program (NTEP) have been found to be capable of automatically rezeroing the device when the indicated value
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is above or below zero. This feature is viewed as not having any value in the U.S. marketplace and can potentially facilitate inaccurate weight determinations against
either the buyer or the seller.
The intent of this proposal is to retroactively prohibit the use of this feature.

before it is ready for use. [2.20]
(Added 1990)

S.2.1. Zero-Load Adjustment.
S.2.1.1. General. — A scale shall be equipped with
means by which the zero-load balance may be adjusted. Any loose material used for this purpose shall be
enclosed so that it cannot shift in position and alter the
zero balance condition of the scale.

semiautomatic zero-setting mechanism.
Automatic means provided to attain a direct
zero balance indication requiring a single initi
ation by an operator. [2.20]
(Amended 2010)

Except for an initial zero-setting mechanism, an automatic zero adjustment outside the limits specified in
S.2.1.3. Scales Equipped with an Automatic ZeroTracking Mechanism for an automatic zero-tracking
mechanism is prohibited.
(Amended 2010)
This proposal also moves the definition for “automatic
zero-tracking (AZT) mechanism” as a stand-alone definition. This stand-alone definition serves to distinguish
the subtle differences between AZT and automatic zerosetting mechanism. The definitions of other methods of
zero adjustment features have been located under the
broad heading “zero-setting mechanism” as follows:
automatic zero-tracking (AZT)U mechanism.
UAutomatic means provided to maintain the
zero balance indication, within specified limits,
without the intervention of an operator. [2.20,
2.22, 2.24]
(Amended 2010)

manual zero-setting mechanism. Nonautomatic
means provided to attain a zero balance indica
tion by the direct operation of a control. [2.20]

S&T item 320-3
T.N.4.5.1. Time Dependence: Class II, III, and IIII,
T.N.4.5.2. Time Dependence: Class III L, and T.N.4.5.3.
Zero Load Return: Non-automatic Weighing Instruments
Following changes to HB 44, Section 2.20 paragraph
T.N.4.7. (Creep Recovery for Load Cells During Type
Evaluation), it was believed that the increased tolerance
for Class III load cells could result in the rejection of
scales that incorporate these load cells if the creep recovery requirements for scales in T.N.4.5.1. and T.N.4.5.2.
were not brought into alignment.
A new paragraph was added (T.N.4.5.3.) as shown
below which incorporates elements extracted from
T.N.4.5.1.(c) and T.N.4.5.2.(c) regarding the deviation on
return to zero (creep recovery) requirements. This new
paragraph reflects the adopted changes in the tolerance
values for Class III devices with more than 4000 divisions.

T.N.4.5.3. Zero Load Return: Non-automatic Weighing
Instruments — Class I, Class II, Class III, Class III L Non
Automatic — A non-automatic weighing instrument
zero-setting mechanism. Means provided to
shall meet the following requirements at constant test
attain a zero balance indication with no load on conditions. During type evaluation, this test shall be conthe load-receiving element. The types of zeroducted at 20°C ± 2°C (68°F ± 4°F). The deviation on
setting mechanisms are: [2.20, 2.22, 2.24]
returning to zero as soon as the indication has stabilized,
after the removal of any load which has remained on the
automatic zero-setting mechanism (AZSM).
instrument for 30 minutes shall not exceed:
Automatic means provided to set the zero-bal
(a) 0.5 e for Class II and IIII devices,
ance indication without the intervention of an
(b) 0.5 e for Class III devices with 4000 or fewer divi
operator. [2.22]
sions,
(Added 2010)
(c) 0.83 e for Class III devices with more than 4000
divisions, or
automatic zero-tracking (AZT) mechanism. See
(d) one-half of the absolute value of the applicable
“automatic zero-tracking (AZT) mechanism.”
tolerance for the applied load for Class III L devices.
[2.20, 2.22, 2.24]
For a multi-interval instrument, the deviation shall
initial zero-setting mechanism. Automatic
not exceed 0.83 e1 (where e1 is the interval of the first
means provided to set the indication to zero at partial weighing range or segment of the scale).
the time the instrument is switched on and
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On a multiple range instrument, the deviation on
returning to zero from Max i (load in the applicable
weighing range) shall not exceed 0.83 ei (interval of the
weighing segment). Furthermore, after returning to zero
from any load greater than Max1 (capacity of the first
weighing range) and immediately after switching to the
lowest weighing range, the indication near zero shall not
vary by more than e1 (interval of the first weighing range)
during the following 5 minutes.
(Added 2010)
S&T Item 320-4
UR.2.6. Approaches — This proposal is intended to
provide clear guidelines for the width and length and a
level plane for approaches at temporary vehicle scales
installed for a period of six months or less.
Amend Scales Code paragraph UR.2.6.1. as follows:
UR.2.6. Approaches.
UR.2.6.1. Vehicle Scales. — On the entrance and exit
end(s) of a vehicle scale, there shall be a straight approach
as follows:
(a) the width at least the width of the platform,
(b) the length at least one-half the length of the platform but not required to be more than 12 m (40 ft), and
(c) not less than 3 m (10 ft) of any approach adjacent
to the platform shall be in the same plane as the platform. Any slope in the remaining portion of the approach
shall ensure (1) ease of vehicle access, (2) ease for testing
purposes, and (3) drainage away from the scale.
In addition to (a), (b), and (c), scales installed in any
one location for a period of 6 months or more shall have
not less than 3 m (10 feet) of any approach adjacent to
the platform constructed of concrete or similar durable
material to ensure that this portion remains smooth and
level and in the same plane as the platform; however, grating of sufficient strength to withstand all loads equal to
the concentrated load capacity of the scale may be
installed in this portion. [Nonretroactive as of January 1,
1976]
(Amended 1977, 1983, 1993, 2006 and 2010)
The previous language in HB 44 paragraph UR.2.6.1.
could be misinterpreted such that it was not clear that
approaches for temporary vehicle scales required the
same approach requirements (except for the concrete
construction material) as permanently installed scales.
The 2010 S&T Committee agreed that it was the intent of
the S&T Committee in 1975 that suitable approaches are
needed to address safety, access for testing, and scale
maintenance/preservation issues when the proposal to
add UR.2.6.1. was adopted.

BELT-CONVEYOR SCALE SYSTEMS
S&T Item 321-1 (Developmental)
N.3.1.3. Check for Consistency of the Conveyor Belt
Along Its Entire Length
The U.S. National Work Group on Belt-Conveyor
Scales has determined that the current language in HB44
Section 2.21, paragraph N.3.1.3. results in an excessive
allowance for the variation of the indicated totalized load
with no load on the belt for a BCS with larger minimum
division sizes. Conversely, the current allowance of plus
or minus three divisions can impose an excessively narrow restriction for belt-conveyor scales with smaller
minimum divisions. The proposed amendment would
correct the issue and make the allowable variation independent of division size.
The latest discussions among a sub-group addressing this matter have centered on replacing the tolerance
of plus or minus three divisions with a percentage that
would be based on the minimum test load. The group is
still debating the exact language and percentage value in
the development of this item. The requirement as it
exists in the 2010 edition of HB44 is shown below.
N.3.1.3. Check For Consistency of the Conveyor Belt
Along Its Entire Length. — After a zero-load test with
flow rate filtering disabled, the totalizer shall not change
by an amount greater than plus or minus 3.0 scale divisions (±3 d) from its initial indication during one complete belt revolution.
(Added 2002) (Amended 2004)
If approved by the entire membership of the U.S.
working group on Belt-Conveyor Scales, the most current form the amendment would appear as the following:
N.3.1.3. Check for Consistency of the Conveyor Belt
Along Its Entire Length. — During a zero-load test with
all operational no-flow lockout disabled, the total change
indicated in the totalizer during one revolution of the
belt shall not exceed 0.12% of the minimum test load.
The end value of the zero-load test must meet the
±0.06% requirement (Test for Zero Stability).
(Added 2002) (Amended 2004 and 2010)

AUTOMATIC BULK-WEIGHING SYSTEMS
S&T Item 322-1
S.2.1. Zero-Load Adjustment
As mentioned earlier, the proposal to establish
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requirements for an “automatic zero-setting” feature in
the Scales Code was adopted under S&T Item 320-2.
During its discussions, the NTETC Weighing Sector Work
Group recommended that the automatic zero-setting
mechanism be prohibited for devices covered by Section
2.22. Automatic Bulk-Weighing Systems for the same
reasons it should be prohibited in the Scales Code (i.e.,
incorrect net weight determinations may occur when
unintentional and unobserved zeroing or tracking off of
material that remains in a hopper between drafts).
The amended requirement will appear in the 2011
HB44 as seen below:
S.2.1. Zero-Load Adjustment. — The weighing system shall be equipped with manual or semiautomatic
means by which the zero-load balance or no-load reference value indication may be adjusted. An aAutomatic
zero-tracking Uand automatic zero-setting
UmechanismUsU isare prohibited.
(Amended 2010)

AUTOMATIC WEIGHING SYSTEMS

ments to address gaseous hydrogen refueling dispensers
that are already in operation in 24 states, proposed HB44
Section 3.39 has been adopted. This tentative code is
intended for trial or experimental status and is not
intended to be enforced. The requirements are designed
for study prior to the development and adoption of a
final code.

NCWM
National Certification Program from the Professional
Development Committee (PDC)
The PDC is currently developing processes to certify
regulators and service agents in areas of weights and
measures competency. For states that require testing of
service agents, this test can be used to demonstrate an
agent’s knowledge and could be used to waive additional testing by the individual states.
The group is working towards the goal of offering
exams and issuing certificates. The group’s initial plan
was to provide certification in the areas of:
retail motor fuel devices (completed), beta testing
took place in spring 2010 and the program was launched
in August 2010.

S&T Item 324-1
S.2.1.3. Automatic Zero-Setting Mechanism
In order to maintain consistency in HB44 Codes with
the previously mentioned requirements that have been
adopted regarding automatic zero-setting mechanisms,
the following change was made to the Automatic
Weighing Systems Code. The intent of this amended
proposal is to retroactively prohibit the use of this feature
and align this Code with other HB44 changes already
mentioned.

Tests are being developed for small capacity Class III
scales, package checking and vehicle tank meters.

Amend HB 44 Section 2.24. Automatic Weighing
Systems by amending paragraph S.2.1.1. as follows:
S.2.1.1. Automatic Zero-Tracking Mechanism. —
Except for automatic checkweighers, under normal
operating conditions the maximum load that can be
“rezeroed,” when either placed on or removed from the
platform all at once, shall be 1.0 scale division.
Except for an Initial Zero-Setting Mechanism, an
automatic zero adjustment outside these limits is prohibited.
(Amended 2004 Uand 2010U)

Certificate review
Although CCs are reviewed due to manufacturer’s
requests or reported findings of errors identified during
field tests, the ideal situation would be a systematic and
routine review of all CCs. More resources are needed for
this to occur.

OTHER ITEMS
S&T Item 360-1
Tentative Code for Hydrogen Gas-Measuring Devices.
In order to provide manufacturers, users and Weights
and Measures officials with legal metrology require-
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Conformity assessment program – NTEP Committee
The NCWM is firmly committed to a conformity
assessment program which will ensure that devices produced will meet the same requirements after type evaluation has been completed and the Certificate of
Conformance (CC) has been issued. This program consists of three major elements:

Initial verification
Checklists have been developed for several device categories (small scales, vehicle scales and retail motor-fuel
dispensers), and data has been received on small capacity computing scales from several states. On-line forms
have been developed for use by the participating states
to report device deficiencies found in initial tests during field examinations.
Verified conformity assessment program (VCAP)
This program has been developed to protect the

integrity of NTEP CCs which is a concern of NCWM and
NTEP. The program has been launched with the initial
focus being on load cells (LC) that are traceable to NTEP
CCs. Manufacturers meeting this criterion have been
notified.
These load cells are evaluated to verify compliance
with current Certificates.
The VCAP process consists of the following basic
steps:
• LC manufacturer to put VCAP quality management
system in place.
• LC manufacturer to conduct audit by certified body.
• LC manufacturer to submit audit report to NTEP.
Further information on the conformity assessment
program may be found at:
http://www.ncwm.net/

OIML Update
Revision of OIML R50-1 Continuous totalizing automatic weighing instruments (belt weighers)
Now in the form of a 3rd Committee Draft (CD).
U.S. Comments submitted in June 2010
TC9/SC2 meeting scheduled for 4/18/2011 at
National Measurement Office (NMO) in Teddington,
U.K.

A Working Draft comprised of the 2000 edition formatted to the framework of OIML template is being circulated and comments on the formatting are being
solicited.
U.S. manufacturer participation for this revision is
being sought.
Revision of OIML R106 — Automatic rail-weighbridges.
Part 1: Metrological and technical requirements — Tests
Draft Recommendation (DR) of R106 — one has been
circulated.
Voting on the acceptance of the Draft
Recommendation took place at the CIML meeting in
Orlando in September 2010.
The call for comments on the 4th CD of R106 – 2 (Test
Report Format) has been made. Comments are due Nov.
30, 2010.
Further information may be obtained on any of the
above topics by contacting:
John Barton
NIST Weights and Measures Division
Legal Metrology Devices Group
100 Bureau Dr.
Gaithersburg, MD.
20899 Mail Stop 2600
(301) 975-4002
john.barton@nist.gov

Revision of OIML R60 - Metrological regulation for load
cells
Working draft is being formatted, and comments are
being compiled.
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Surges and Transients in Weighing
By Jan Borge, Western Weighing Technology

W

eighing is part of virtually every industrial
process today. As a result weighing equipment is installed in a wide variety of industrial settings exposing weighing electronics to transients
and surges.
This presentation discusses and reviews different
types of transient surges that damage weighing equipment and touches upon how equipment manufacturers and the scale technicians can deal with them.
Overview
Briefly, a lightning flash is caused by an electrical current flowing in the atmosphere. Very large voltage differences, of the order of many millions of volts, develop
between the charge concentrations and the base of the
cloud and the surface of the earth.
When this voltage difference becomes sufficient to
overcome atmospheric resistance, a lightning strike
occurs. Most lightning strikes take place cloud-to-cloud
but some are cloud-to-ground. Lightning strikes carry a
current as high as 200kA but average between 3 and 8kA.
To gain a better understanding of the challenges of
lighting in weighing systems we need to introduce some
key items first:
• Ways lightning interacts with electronic equipment
• Introduction to 8/20µs current pulse test standard
(IEC 60060-2)
• How resistance and inductance in wire play a part
• Grounding and how it is effected by lightning

cloud/cloud-to-ground lightning.
c) Ground potential surges caused by a cloud-toground strike and sometimes referred to as resistive
coupling.
Inductive Coupling
A lightning strike onto a lightning conductor forming
part of the structural protective system of a building generates a large electromagnetic pulse of energy, which can
be picked up by nearby cables in the form of a destructive voltage surge.

Inductive Coupling

Resistive Coupling
When lightning strikes the ground the current disperses through the soil. Because the ground is not a perfect conductor, high voltages can develop. Two buildings, and the equipment within, can therefore be at very
different local ground potentials. If cables (buried or not)
link them, the equipment at each end will be subjected
to this potential difference.

Lightning
A direct lightning strike can cause an enormous
amount of physical damage. However, the indirect
effects from a nearby strike can also cause damage by
inducing voltage surges onto mains and data cables.
A strike within 350 feet of cables or buildings can
induce surges up to 5kV and 1.25kA. Lightning-induced
voltage surges are often described as a “secondary effect”
of lightning and there are three recognized means by
which these surges are induced in mains or interconnect cables.
There are a number of ways in which lightning can
interact with electronic equipment:
Resistive Coupling
a) By a direct strike from a cloud-to-ground lightning
Capacitive Coupling
strike, also called “direct attachment.”
Overhead high-voltage power distribution cables are
b) Electric/magnetic coupling, also referred to as
naturally prone to direct lightning strikes. While much of
capacitive/inductive coupling, from cloud-to-
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the lightning energy is dissipated by integral high voltage
surge protection devices, a large proportion will travel
along the distribution system, and due to its high frequency nature, will capacitively couple through HV/LV
power transformers into the power systems of individual
buildings.

Capacitive Coupling

What do we Mean by Ground?
Some common uses of Ground (called Earth in
England)
a) Process plant clean ground
b) A copper (0V) track on a printed circuit board
c) Supply ground
d) Ground pin of a mains plug
e) Common negative
g) Distribution ground
g) Surge ground
h) Intrinsic safety ground
i) A connection to test equipment (e.g. oscilloscope)
front panel
j) A conductive rod driven into the ground

proprieties of copper wire.
How Resistance and Inductance in Wire Play a Part
The drawing below represents a piece of wire that has
resistance and inductance, which behaves differently at
different frequencies.

Conductors (wire) possess resistance and inductance.
The effects of these are additive as they appear in series.
The voltage drop along this cable is given by:
V = IR + L dI/dt, where
V = voltage,
I = current,
R = resistance,
L = inductance and
dI/dt = rate of change of current.
For low frequencies, such as 60Hz mains supplies,
inductance is usually negligible in practice and only
resistance needs to be considered.
For lightning surges, and even more so for electrostatic discharges (ESD), which have extremely fast edges,
inductance dominates. An earth, which is adequate for
the normal mains supply frequency, may not be so for
lightning surge protection.
Effects of Inductance
The table below demonstrates the importance inductance plays in wire length. When pulsed with a surge current of 1kA at a rate of 100A/µs, the voltage across a 3foot cable rose as high as 144V, or 1895V across a 33-foot
cable run.

In this presentation, ground is defined as the zero volt
reference for an electrical/electronic system.
8/20µs Current Pulse Test Standard (IEC 60060-2)
In order to be able to test protection networks and
provide comparison data, various standard waveforms
have been proposed over the years. IEC 60060-2
describes a test standard used to simulate a current pulse
that models the fast
surge similar to lightning. The standard is
8/20µs current pulses
of typically 3kA. The
significance of this
pulse is shown when
induced into wire and
demonstrates the
multi dimensional

This represents a result that can happen in practice
and is by no means an extreme case.

Keep Ground Connections Short
A number of important points emerge from the cable
test described above:
• The inductive voltage dwarfs the resistive voltage.
• Resistance is proportional to length; but inductance
grows at a somewhat faster rate (e.g., a 33-foot wire
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has more than 10 times the inductance of a 3-foot
wire).
•Wire diameter has a relatively small effect on the
inductance. For instance, increasing wire size from
10awg to 4awg (doubling the diameter) reduces
inductance by less than 10% (skin effect). The larger
cable is much more difficult to bend, strip and install.
However, if the mechanical strength of a larger cable
is needed, use it. In conclusion keep all surge ground
cables as short as possible!
Ground Potential Change
Lightning strikes to ground involve large currents
(averaging tens of Kiloamps (kA). Since the ground (i.e.,
soil and rock) is not a perfect conductor, lightning current flowing through the ground resistance develops very
large voltages (hundreds of kilovolt (kV ) or more)
between points on the earth’s surface.
The injection of any current into a resistance generates a voltage gradient. Lightning currents are very large
(10 to 200kA peak/strike) and the resistance of even a
purpose-built earth mat is finite (typically 2 to 10 ohms).
Very large transient voltages are therefore generated in
the immediate vicinity of any lightning impact. This is
only a problem for conductors, of whatever quality (people, livestock, electrical circuits, etc.) that may be straddling that particular potential gradient.
A weighing system may therefore be exposed to very
high voltage differentials between the weighbridge and
the earth connection in the scale shack or control room.
The main culprit is the load cell connecting cable.
If the entire weighing system is at one point, no differential voltages can be generated and no damage
caused (always assuming, of course, that power cables to
the system from elsewhere are protected!).
Unfortunately, the longer the cables, the greater the
exposure to possible transients and it makes little difference whether the cables are buried, shielded or slung
overhead.

Wireless Scoreboard Displays

Surge Protective Device SPD)

Surge Protective Devices

Components in Surge Protection Devices
When selecting components for use in a surge protection device, there are tradeoffs to choose between
high current handling capability and high-speed operation. Some possible components are strong in one of
these parameters and others in the other. In practice,
therefore, SPDs often make use of a combination of
components, known as a “hybrid circuit” for effective
protection.
Lightning induced voltage surges can rise from zero to
up to 6kV in about 1µs. Surge diverting components
must therefore operate quickly. Fuses and circuit breakers do not provide protection, as they simply cannot
work quickly enough. Voltage-limiting components used
in modern SPDs are usually selected from three main
types:

Ground Potential Change

Scoreboard cable runs (remote displays) are also commonly subjected to exposure to induced transients. Most
commonly the RS232 port on the indicator, or the RS232
port on the remote display, is blown. Western Weighing’s
line of remote displays have an inexpensive wireless
option that can be used in problem sites.
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a) Gas discharge tubes (GDTs)
b) Metal oxide varistors (MOVs)
c) High-speed clamping diodes

Hybrid SPD
Hybrid SPDs use multiple devices for optimum per-

formance. High-speed diodes take the hit initially until
the gas discharge tubes ignite diverting the bulk of the
energy to ground. Remember that the device relies on
earth ground to dissipate the surge energy.
There are several manufacturers that manufacture
SPDs, and they should be installed at each end of the
cable. Unfortunately using SPDs with analog load cells
needs to be done with caution as you could introduce
offsets and drifts into your scale. Use a SPD that is specifically designed for scale instrumentation, which unfor-

nant transformer is a power transformer engineered to
operate in a condition of persistent core saturation. That
is, its iron core is “stuffed full” of magnetic lines of flux for
a large portion of the AC cycle so that variations in supply voltage (primary winding current) have little effect
on the core’s magnetic flux density. This means the secondary winding outputs a nearly constant voltage
despite significant variations in supply (primary winding) voltage. This device is practically maintenance free.
• Superior voltage regulation of ±1%
• Excellent surge suppression
• Galvanic isolation provides exceptional circuit pro
tection
• Harmonic noise filtering
• No maintenance required

Hybrid SPD Circuit

tunately is not as common.
The figure below shows a hybrid surge suppression
circuit integrated into a Western Weighing Digital loadcell system. This circuit board
is the power supply and logic of
the digital junction box located
in the scale. Digital load cell
systems are perfect candidates
for implementing SPD’s and it
is vital to protect the circuitry
Surge suppression circuit inteat both ends of the scale from grated into a circuit board.
transients.
AC power protection
As scale equipment become more sophisticated so
does the requirements of clean AC power. Since the scale
company installing the
equipment basically inherits whatever power is given
to it, problems can arise do
to transients and spikes
Resonant LC Circuit
coming from within the
building. Plant automation and machinery can reek
havoc on scale equipment, usually with intermittent
problems that can be difficult to find.
There are many types of devices to deal with these
problems SPD modules and UPSs, but there is one particular “low tech” device that has from experience solved
all problems a scale technician will face when dealing
with bad power. It is called the ferroresonant transformer.
Ferroresonant Transformer
While being somewhat difficult to describe without
going deep into electromagnetic theory, the ferroreso-

Grain elevator bulk weighing panel with ferro transformer (on top)

Star-Point Ground System
In a typical installation, there will be a protective
ground system such as that provided by the mains protective ground conductor of the building. Ideally, starpointing them together should minimize interaction
between the SPD earth and the protective earth.
This provides the star-point to which all SPDs should
be earthed, using connections that are as
short and direct as possible. Surge currents can
then flow to ground
without flowing through
the protective earth system within the building.
As we have seen, these
currents will generate a
voltage between the
earth terminal and the
connection into the Typical star-point ground syustem
ground. The whole
ground system will rise in potential relative to the ground
connection but minimal potential differences will be
generated between devices within the installation..
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The benefit of the starpoint system is evident
when compared to a
ground system in which
various devices are connected at various points
along a common earth
connection. This illustration (right) shows the
worst-case condition in
which the current flowing
down the earth conductor
leaves each device at a different potential.
Static Electricity
A/D converters in today’s modern instrumentation
are very susceptible to static electricity causing AD converter lockup. Examples of problem areas:
• Shrink wrapping machines
• Airport scales (conveyer belts and static charged
suitcases)
• Products dispensed on a scale that are statically
charged.
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Spark Length:
mmgap
0.5
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

volts
2850
4350
7350
10350
13350
16350

Remedies for Static Voltage
• Solid grounding of scale to dissipate the static charge
at the scale before the indicator
•Use of bi-directional transient protection diodes
(below) to shunt static to earth (Mount on load cell connector.)

True Hermetic Sealing for Load Cells
By Avi Lahav, Sr. Sales Engineer, Flintec, Inc.

T

he most common type of load cells used in
weighing are based on the the strain gauge
principle. Resistive strain gauges are bonded in
the area of maximum strain and a Wheatstone Bridge
circuit is used for the resistance to voltage conversion.
By nature, strain gauges are very sensitive parts and it
is vital to protect them from mechanical damage, moisture and chemicals. Although it is possible to give reasonable protection using modern potting compounds, it
is recognized that the optimum solution is to use hermetic seals to protect both the strain gauges and the
compensation elements from attack.

Figure 1. Flintec’s range of true hermetic sealed load cells.

A stainless steel truly hermetically sealed load cell is a
clearly superior device. Some load cells are ‘potted’, while
others are hermetically sealed only where the strain
gauges are located. A simple potted seal is not the same
as hermetically sealed. Truly hermetically sealed load
cells feature welded enclosures and gauge chambers
filled with nitrogen gas. This method produces the
absolute best load cell available today.
Flintec has acquired unique in-depth experience in
the hermetic sealing of load cells. The stainless steel construction and complete hermetic sealing makes them
suitable for use in the toughest industrial environments.
Many load cell producers claim their load cells hermetic sealed but they are not. In general only a part of

the load cell is welded but the load cell cable is installed
by using potting material.
Flintec load cells are true hermetically sealed by using
a glass to metal header for the cable connection which is
welded in place after final calibration. These hermetically sealed load cells are:
• Single point load cells PC6 and PCB,
• Beam type load cells SB4, SB6 and SB14,
• Tension load cells UB1 and UB6,
• Compression loads cell RC1 and RC3.
True hermetic sealing
As an example, we will look at the RC3 load cells. The
drawing in Figure 2
shows the main components of the load
cell, starting with the
stainless steel sensing
element (column
type) with the strain
gauges. This element
will be gauged and
wired first. After gauging and wiring, the
stainless steel enclosure and the diaphragm are welded to
the sensing element
for maximum protection.
Then the load cell is
Figure 2. The main components of
tested and calibrated.
the RC3 load cell.
During testing and
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calibration the cable seal is mounted outside the load
cell. After final calibration, the cable seal is welded into
place to guarantee true hermetic sealing.
The hermetic sealing is checked after welding using a
helium leak detection system. A vacuum is created inside
the enclosure via a metal tube. Helium is then flushed
around all the welds from outside. If there are any leaks
the helium will be sucked through and detected by the

Figure 4. The installation of cable.
Figure 3. Details of cable seal.

detection system. If no leaks are detected the load cell is
back-filled with nitrogen gas and after that the tube is
pinched and soldered. The result is a true hermetic
sealed load cell.
The load cell cable
A four-conductor shielded cable is used. The shield
is floating (not connected to the load cell body). The
installation of the cable is done in three steps (Figure 4):
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Step One: The load cell is soldered to the solder pins
and isolated by shrink tubing.
Step Two: The O-ring and adapter are installed.
Step Three: The adapter, while kept in vertical position, is filled with special potting compound. After cutting off the excess compound, the rubber grommet and
cable gland are installed.
Upon completion of the cable installation, the protection of the cable assembly meets the IP 68 standard.
Because of this true hermetic design, cable replacement
due to cable damage can be easily done.

Hydraulic Truck Unloader with
Pulsation and Weighing
“Lightening the Load”
By Ted Hansen, President, Straight International Company

W

hat is a truck unloader? For those not familiar with truck unloaders, it is a device that
end-tilts a truck for rear discharge of product into to a collection pit where it is conveyed away.
Unloading is accomplished by positioning a truck on a
platform, holding the truck on the platform with a retention device called a wheel stop (if tires are engaged) or a
backstop (if the frame of the trailer is engaged) and then
end tilting the platform and truck with a hydraulic cylinder called the main cylinder. At some angle, friction is
overcome and product slides out of the truck into the
collection pit.
Truck unloaders are used to handle a wide spectrum
of materials ranging from products that tend to be free
flowing like potatoes, grain and plastic pellets to non
free flowing products like wood chips, ore and meal.
Some are relatively easy to unload while others can be
extremely difficult.
Controlling the Flow
Controlling the discharge flow is a basic problem.
Uncontrolled flow results in flow surges requiring deep
collection pits which can generate excess dust emissions,
and can hinder product throughput.
When trailer doors are opened, the product tends to

Photo 1. Green seed corn being
unloaded with a pulsator.

peel back or “waterfall” out, sliding over its self from the
back edge of the trailer floor forward, up along the product’s angle of internal friction. The steeper this angle, the
steeper the angle of repose and the less flowable is the
product. With some products this can be upwards of 90
degrees.
If the angle of internal friction is less than the angle of
breakaway friction, as the truck is titled, product will
continue to flow at the angle of internal friction until a
thin layer of product is left. During this tilt range, the discharge rate is not uniform, as the volume of product per
degree of tilt that passes the angle of internal friction is
not uniform. To discharge the last bit of product, the
truck must be tilted past the angle product of slide.
If the angle of internal friction is greater than the angle
of breakaway friction, as the tilt angle reaches the angle
of breakaway friction, the flow will transition from “peeling off” to en mass. Once in motion, the sliding friction,
which is always less than breakaway friction, causes the
moving mass to accelerate down the trailer out of control
and flooding the pit.
Materials that have both a high angle of internal friction and a high angle of breakaway friction can be very
difficult to unload and may even require mechanical agitation to establish flow. Operators will tilt the truck higher to try to overcome the breakaway friction. They may
find it necessary to “bounce” the fully tilted load by
quickly alternating the up and down controls. When
movement starts, operators will try to lower the tilt angle
quickly to regain control if the pit cannot adequately
take the full load. The potential energy in these loads
makes this a dangerous practice.
For non-free flowing materials high tilt angles are
required and typically require deep pits capable of holding a truckload. For dust-laden materials, surge flow
results in dust boils from the large volumes of rapidly
displaced air.
Pulsing Controls Product Flow
Pulsing is a patented feature that momentarily reduces
both the angle of internal friction and the angle of
breakaway friction to fluidize product, making it more
flowable. The platform and truck are tilted to an angle
below that which will sustain a slide and then driven
back and forth by a hydraulic force applied at the
hinges. The platform, which is mounted on rollers
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with tracks at both the hinges and at the main cylinder,
moves horizontally, and the hydraulic force needs to
overcome inertia only and not gravity. A pulse has a
defined stroke profile as opposed to a vibratory movement. The backstroke is a relatively slow rearward
acceleration followed by a rapid deceleration of the
platform. The rearward acceleration of a truck by the
platform applies a “push” equally throughout the
entire load and kinetic energy builds up in the product.
The quick braking of the platform decelerates the
truck, and inertia of the product overcomes breakaway
friction between the truck and the product, causing
the product to slide. Product is carried rearward by
momentum, downward by gravity, and stopped by
friction. As product slides, the direction of the platform is reversed and the forward stroke moves the tilted truck away from the sliding product. Product tends
to move as a single mass down the trailer, unloading
from the front to the back, as seen in Photo 1.
Discharge rates are controlled by the tilt angle, by the
pulse force, and by the pulse stroke. Sequential pulsing
incrementally moves the product out of a trailer at a controlled rate.

Photo 3. Load being pulsed at about 25 degrees.

Photo 2. Beginning of initial tilt — no discharge.

Photos 2 and 3 show Number 1 scrap steel being
unloaded on the test unit at the plant in Adel, Iowa. The
trailer had wood floors, plywood sides, and 2 by 4 stakes.
The unloader’s maximum tilt was 28 degrees; the discharge time was just slightly under two minutes.
Force Diagrams
In Figure 1, the set of three diagrams illustrates how
pulsation decreases the frictional restraint while simultaneously increasing the unloading force. Forces G, F,
U, I, and M are to scale for a 25 degree tilt with gravity
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Figure 1. The effects of combining pulsing with tilting illustrated
at 2/3 G pulse at 25-degree tilt.

force, G, of 1 unit and a momentum force, M, of 2/3 unit.
Gravity is used as a unit force to quantify all other forces
in terms of G’s.
Tilt-Only — Diagram 1 illustrates the weight of the
product as a vertically downward force (G). G is resolved
into component forces perpendicular and parallel to the
trailer floor, represented by Ft and Ut respectively. Ft acts
through friction to restrain the load and Ut works to dis-

charge it. Ft and Ut change with the tilt angle. As the tilt
increases, F t decreases and U t increases. When U t
exceeds the frictional restraint, the product begins to
move and this motion reduces the friction causing the
product to accelerate down the incline.
Pulse-Tilt Acceleration Phase — Diagram 2 illustrates
the acceleration phase where there is a build-up of kinetic energy in the product. The horizontal hinge force
works through the tilted platform and truck to overcome
the inertia of the product (I). The resultant of the gravity and inertia, Rgi, is resolved into component forces perpendicular and parallel to the trailer floor, Fa and Ua,
respectively. As product is accelerated horizontally rearward the perpendicular component is increased,
increasing the force of friction, and the parallel component is decreased, decreasing the unloading force. The Fa
and Ua values are affected by how quickly the inertia
value (I) is overcome.
Pulse-Tilt Deceleration Phase — Diagram 3 shows
the deceleration, or braking phase where the product
has horizontal momentum (M) because of its velocity of
about 1.6 mph. This increases the Ud value as the braking force stops the platform and truck. In addition, the
frictional restraint decreases as Fd is less and the relative motion between the truck and the product further
decreases the friction. These all work together to discharge product at a lower tilt and in a controlled manner.
Equivalent Tilt
One way to evaluate the effectiveness of pulsing is to
set the resistance to product flow of a pulse-tilt equal to
a tilt-only and contrast the unloading forces. In Figure 1,
the pulse-tilt has a perpendicular component of 0.63 G’s.
A tilt-only tilt with an equal perpendicular component
force is 51 degrees. A 51 degree tilt-only has an unload-

Figure 2. Pulse-tilt compared to tilt-only with
identical resistance to product flow.

ing force of 0.78 G’s while the pulse-tilt has an unloading
force of 1.03 G’s, or about 11/3 times.
In the Figure 2, the pulse-tilt is shown at a maximum
tilt of 30 degrees with a maximum pulse of 1 G. Its equivalent tilt is 68-1/2 degrees. The unloading force of the

Graph 1 Illustrates forces acting on product during
deceleration phase of a pulse cycle.

Graph 2 Illustrates forces acting on product during
deceleration phase of a pulse cycle.

Figure 3. Graphs of forces acting on product.

tilt-only is 0.93 G’s while the momentary unloading force
of the pulse-tilt is 1.37 G’s, or about 1-1/2 times.
Force vs. Tilt Graphs
The two graphs shown in Figure 3 compare the acceleration and deceleration phase of a 1/3 G, 2/3 G, and a 1
G Pulse-Tilt to that of a to 68-1/2 degree Tilt-Only. The
acceleration and deceleration plots are from 2 degrees to
30 degrees, from when the platform clears the pit to full
tilt.
The perpendicular loading forces are compared in the
first graph. During the acceleration phase, inertia of the
product increases the loading. Inertia loading is kept low
by accelerating over most of the stroke, about 7/8 of it, to
reach maximum velocity. This puts the acceleration plots
slightly above the tilt-only plot.
At the end of the acceleration phase the pulse transitions into the deceleration phase. With the rapid braking
of the platform and truck (about 1/8 of the stroke) the
perpendicular components of product momentum and
of gravity oppose each other to decrease the perpendicular loading. This put the deceleration plots well below
the tilt-only plot.
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In the second graph the parallel loading forces are
compared. During the acceleration phase, the inertia of
the product decreases the unloading force. The low inertia loading puts the acceleration plots slightly below the
tilt-only plot.
As the pulse transitions into the deceleration phase
(the rapid braking of the platform and truck) the parallel
components of product momentum and of gravity combine to increase the parallel unloading. This put the
deceleration plots well above the tilt-only plot.
The graphs illustrate how a low tilt with pulsing is
more effective than a high tilt-only as pulsing provides a
range of unloading forces throughout the tilt cycle with
a low center of gravity, controlled product flow, and weak
or strong unloading forces on demand. Most unloading
is done below 30 degrees. We think in terms of G forces,
not tilt angles.
Cylinder System for Tilting, Pulsing and Weighing
Straight’s main cylinder assembly is of the single
action displacement type. The main elements are a cylinder body, a stop tube with two aluminum bronze bearings, and a single rod. The rod extends by pump pressure acting on the bottom area of the rod and retracts by
gravity.
Unique in that it is designed to carry moment, the
cylinder body is flange anchor bolted to the foundation
at the rod end for vertical operation and
shallow pit construction. The rod does not
pivot or telescope. The
polished surface of the
rod slides between the
two aluminum bronze
bearings within the
cylinder body to provide the necessary lateral stability during the
tilting and the pulsing
operations.
The portion of the
cylinder body below
the support flange
extends below the
foundation and is Photo 4. The main cylinder is flange
housed in a caisson. anchor bolted to the foundation and
The purpose of the installed plumb for vertical operation.
caisson is to provide a
cavity for installing the main cylinder and maintaining
the soil bearing integrity under the foundation.
The rod seal and wiper are both a single piece made of
a durable long lasting urethane. They and an o-ring are
located near the top so they can be replaced easily in
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such a manner that the removal of the rod is not necessary. Typical seal life is five to 10 years, and typical
replacement time is about three hours.
The main cylinder, located on the centerline of the
platform and near the longitudinal midpoint of the platform, carries the bulk of the platform load with hinges
“guiding” the tilt. In the down position, the combined
center of gravity of the platform, the truck, and the product is typically forward of the main cylinder and this is
when the main cylinder pressure is the greatest. As a
truck is tilted, the center of gravity moves towards the
hinge. At some angle, the center of gravity passes through
the vertical centerline of the main cylinder and the load
is balanced on the main cylinder. As the center of gravity moves rearward of the main cylinder, there is a load
reversal at the main hinges. At full tilt the main cylinder
pressure is the least.
The rod has a mechanical stop that limits the stroke.
An adjustable upper limit smoothly terminates the upper
travel movement prior to the rod contacting the
mechanical stop. Main cylinder oil flow is metered on
line and off line for smooth starts and stops. Coupled
with the single rod provides for smooth vertical operation.
The main cylinder is furnished with a cam actuated
deceleration valve that gently transfers platform loads
from the main cylinder to the “V” blocks at the end of
the tilt cycle. Once the cylinder load is transferred to the
V-blocks, a flow path opens in the valve, and the rod
quickly retracts a short distance to provide clearance
required in weighing applications.
The vertical operation of the main cylinder rod is
made possible by a Load Transfer System mounted
between the platform and the top of the main cylinder
rod by providing rolling contact. There are two systems:
the curved track design and the flat design. On the former, rollers are mounted to the main cylinder and on
the latter, the rollers are mounted to the platform.
The curve track design (Photo 5) permits tilting up to
45 degrees and pulsing between 25 and 45 degrees. This
is for those difficult loads where the product has both a
high angle of internal friction and a high angle of breakaway friction, where more of an assist from gravity is
wanted.
The flat track design (Photo 6) permits tilting up to 30
degrees and pulsing between 2 degrees (or just as the
platform clears the front end of the unloader pit) and 30
degrees.
Both systems have wheel housing assemblies with
rollers that ride directly on the axle assembly and which
in turn is supported by two cylindrical roller bearing
assemblies. The wheels are uniformly loaded for uniform loading of the bearings. Thrust bearings between
the steel wheels and the bearing housing transmit both

offset truck loads and wind loads (for outdoor installations) to the main cylinder.

Photo 5. One of two Load
Transfer Systems, called the
curved track design.

Photo 6. The roller carriage and
flat track permit tilting up to 30
degrees and pulsing between
2 and 30 degrees.

During tilting, platform loads and centered truck
loads are applied along the vertical centerline of the
main cylinder. As the platform is raised and lowered the
platform is rolling horizontally, not “uphill” or “downhill”. Longitudinal side loads come from the rolling resistance of the steel wheels while transverse side loads
come from off-centered trucks and wind loads.
When pulsing, the pulse stroke is centered on the
main cylinder up to four inches on each side. The cylinder rod carries these offset loads into the guide ring,
through the main cylinder body and into the foundation.
Applying platform loads to the top of the main cylinder minimizes side loads that cause wear.
The Load Transfer Systems provide a nominally uniform stroke increment per degree of platform rotation.
This, along with the single section rod with a constant
rod area, provides for a nominally constant angular tilting velocity, with speed being directly proportional to
the oil flowing to the main cylinder.
In the down position, the load transfer system disengages the platform providing a clearance of 5/8 inch for
weighing.
Backstop
Pulsing requires a backstop and is a parallel link
design; it is electrically controlled and hydraulically actuated. It is an integral part of the platform of weighing
and is fully retractable for drive through installations.
The backstop assembly has a cross bar, which is the
load receiving element, that is connected to pylons forward of the cross bar by two pair of parallel links. The
bottom link is a load link and the top link is a squaring
link, keeping the contact surface of the cross bar square
with the deck as it is raised and lowered. The load link
acts in tension while the squaring link can act in either

tension or compression. The parallel links are identical
structural members and either set is capable of carrying
a 1 G truck load.
The cross bar is adjustable up to 54 inches to accommodate trailers with varying floor heights. When the
cross bar is in the raised position, the front end of the
pylon is about 10 feet forward of the cross bar, wrapping
the back end of the trailer. The parallel links have an
inside clearance of 10 feet.
As the cross bar is raised into position, it swings an
arc, moving back about 10 inches when parallel to the
deck. When a truck engages the cross bar, the cross bar
tends to lock in position. For the cross bar to lower, the
truck would have to move forward.
The backstop is hydraulically powered up and down
and will hold at any selected position. The backstop is
permitted to hydraulically float upward so as the load

Photo 7. Backstop shown engaging the trailer
frame just below the trailer doors.

discharges and the trailer rises, the backstop can move
up with it.
The backstop raise-lower function is electrically interlocked with the platform raise function so the backstop
cannot be powered up or down during tilting.
Product Collection
Pulsing offers shallow pit construction. The collection system consists of a retractable hopper cover supported to the outside by two beam assemblies called
bridge beams. The bridge beams also support a collection hopper with the conveyor supported off the foundation. The conveyor carries only the projected product
load. The cover s electrically controlled and hydraulically actuated. When a truck is in the weighing position
the cover is retracted.
The cover is designed for drive-over traffic and has a
traffic deck of 11 feet wide by 8 feet long. In the down
position the back end of the cover is supported by grout
plates for the bridge beams and at the front end by the
bridge beam which in turn is supported by a column.
The operation of the cover is such that it is self locking
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and cannot move unless called for.
The “U” shape cover is designed to extend the hopper
sides and back above deck level. The pivots are 60 inches above the deck, each supported by a box section.
Fastened to the box sections are side panels whose back
edge is at 60 degrees with the deck. When the cover is
rotated 60 degrees into position, the 60-degree panels
are horizontal, extending the hopper sides up to 61 inches above traffic level while the deck extends the back of
collection hopper up to 70 inches above traffic level. The
cover is self cleaning as it rotates into position, and product spillage from opening trailer doors or gates is discharged into the hopper.
The hopper consists of four bolted panels bolted to
the bridge beams and their column supports. The side
panels are vertical and are 154 inches apart. The front
and back panels are sloped for the required application
with the front panel extending under the back end of the
unloader to collect spillage from the deck. The back
panel can be adjusted for conveyors of different widths.
Conveyor design should be such as to prevent product
built up at either end and provide an even draw from the
back edge of the unloader. Pouring a foundation slab at
grade level can provide an above grade conveying system.
The shallow pit design, an alternative to surge pits,
reduces dust emissions and dust collection requirements by reducing the volume of air displaced and
reducing the velocity of displaced air moving through
the product flow stream. Pulsing provides a controlled
product stream, which reduces the initial air displaced
until the hopper is charged. Charging the hopper to a
choke flow results in product sliding and minimizes mixing with air.
Incorporating Weighing into the Unloading Operation
Incorporating weighing into the unloading operation
requires a sub-frame. The sub-frame, supported by load
cells provided by others, positions the platform for
weighing. The sub-frame typically has three sections for
six load cells ranging from 50 kip to 100 kip, depending
on the unloading capacity. The unloader is NTEP
approved.
The scale sub-frame consists of two longitudinal
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beams, located beneath the center line of the main
beams and three transverse beams, one at front, center,
and back to connect them. Where they meet, top and
bottom bolted connection plates are provided. At the
intersection of the transverse and longitudinal beam
centerlines, the bottom plate is drilled to accommodate
the load cell bearing assembly selected by the end user.
V-blocks are located on the top connection plate are centered on the vertical centerline of the load cell. A rigid
check assembly holds each beam in position along its
centerline. Each assembly has a check base connected to
a bracket on the beam by a check rod with spherical nuts
and washer.
Weighing works well with the unloading application.
The sub-frame applies platform loads vertically to the
load cells with the platform taking the live load deflections. This virtually eliminates rotation of the top bearing plates so the load cells can accurately sense the load
applied. Check rods have spherical nuts and washers,
which kill bending moments when nuts are tightened.
With nuts tight, the check rods act as a spring, with the
spring constant calibrated out. And platform loads are
applied gently to the sub-frame at the end of the tilt cycle
by the deceleration valve.
For weighing, typically we provide the scale sub-frame
with checking and all appropriate electrical and
hydraulic interlocks associated with the unloader. We
do not supply the load cell assemblies, instrumentation
and ticket printer. These are usually supplied by a servicing scale company specified by the end user. We have
worked with all the major scale manufacturers.
Combination Makes Efficient Operation
Pulsing offers unloading options not previously available. Weighing incorporated into the unloading operation is a one person operation. For free flow applications
that have the conveying capacity, 18 to 20 trucks per
hour can be weighed and unloaded. For non-free flowing
applications, that have the conveying capacity, 12 to 15
trucks per hour can be weighed and unloaded.
Combined pulsing and weighing makes for a safe, fast
and efficient operation.
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NISA
SPONSORS
Thanks for Your Help
After our technical presentations, NISA publishes a Technical Journal containing the subject matter presented
at the session. NISA is dedicated to providing this Technical Journal as a reference for each of our members.
As you can imagine, the cost of producing, printing and distributing these publications is quite high, and
without outside support, would result in increased dues for each of our members.
We asked sponsors to help offset the costs of this NISA publication and the hospitality suites at our
Conferences. We thank those listed on the following pages for their support.
We will continue to print extra Technical Presentations so they will be available for new members to purchase
as the years go on. We hope that you have enjoyed this publication and if you are missing previous editions
you may contact us.
We would like to thank those who supported the Technical Publication and hospitality suites and would ask
any of you who wish to support future Technical Publications/Conferences to contact Bob Feezor,
Secretary/Treasurer, NISA, c/o Scale Consulting & Testing, 35 Stonington Place, Marietta, GA 30068.

Serving South and Central Texas For 20 Years.
Austin • Corpus Christi • Laredo • Uvalde
Sales - Service - Rentals
4807 N.W. Industrial Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78238

Phone (210) 521-7848
Fax (210) 521-1333
Toll Free (800) 880-7848

ISO 9000 CERTIFIED/GUIDE 25 COMPLIANT

1510 Metric Ave • Canton, OH 44706
1-800-266-8900 • www.B-Tek.com

5016 S. Jordan Canal
Taylorsville, UT 84118
801-974-9920 • www.dgscale.com
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ISO Registered Company

Mettler-Toledo, Inc.
1900 Polaris Parkway
Columbus, Ohio 43240

Phone: (800) 523-5123
Email: indinfo@mt.com

Fax: (614) 438-4518
www.mt.com

experience the difference

358 Upland Drive • Seattle, WA 98188
206-575-100 • www.uniteccorp.com

Call for Papers
The National Industrial Scale Association (NISA), which
provides a mechanism for exchange of technical information and applications of industrial weighing, invites
you to present a paper for our 2011 Spring and Fall
Technical Conferences.
Topics can include truck scales, railroad track scales, tank
and hopper scales, belt scales and other peripheral equipment involved in the process of industrial weighing.
NISA offers you an opportunity to present your information to movers and shakers in the utility, railroad, mining and other end-users who are interested in heavy
capacity scales. Your presentation will also be included in
our 2011 Technical Publication.
If you would like to participate in these conferences, contact
our Program Chairman, Kevin McFadden at 614-438-4464.
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Fax: 626-332-3418
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